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Abstract
If neurones are the answer, then what was the question? Nervous systems
are remarkably conserved throughout the animal kingdom. This conservation indicates that their core design and function features were established
very early in their evolutionary history. It also indicates that all nervous
systems solve the same fundamental task in essentially the same way, and
have been doing so since their inception. Understanding when and why animals evolved nervous systems could help us identify that fundamental task.
It could also provide context to help us determine how nervous systems
solve that task so well.
This thesis studies the evolutionary origins of nervous systems and the ecological conditions under which they evolved. It outlines fossil, ecological,
and molecular evidence to argue that animals evolved nervous systems soon
after they started eating each other, 550 million years ago. When animals
started eating each other, they must have experienced a selection pressure
to react to threats and opportunities in a precisely-timed manner. Nervous
systems could have been one response to this selection pressure. This thesis then provides a quantitative ecological argument that, before animals
started eating each other, they were forbidden from evolving neurones, but
after, they were forced to either evolve neurones or be driven to extinction
by a competitor that did.
If predation was the question, then why are neurones the answer? This thesis argues that the first afferent sensory neurones were threshold detectors
that produced spikes to alert animals of the proximity of other animals.
Those spikes prompted a reaction, such as striking or fleeing, the instant
that a state of the world became critical. Ancient animals would have found
utility in devices that signalled as soon as the probability that a world state
was critical exceeded some threshold. Extant neurones are well-adapted to
solve these tasks; they produce an all-or-nothing spike when their membrane
potential exceeds a threshold. Given that their core function features have
hardly changed since their inception, they may still be functioning in an
analogous manner.
When animals evolved devices that spiked conditional on world states, it
became possible for them to infer those states, given the spiking output of
ii

the devices. This thesis shows this principle explicitly with idealised models of predator-prey interactions. If an animal could implement Bayesian
inference given sensory spikes, then that animal would extract all possible
information about the world from those spikes; no ‘neural coding’ strategy
can contain more information about the world. In situations requiring fast
decision-making and reaction in accordance with potentially-fatal states
of the world, an animal that uses Bayes’ rule to make inferences about
the world from sensory spikes would outperform all competitors. Extant
nervous systems could implement Bayesian inference by functioning as a
biological analogue of a particle filter.
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Chapter 1
Predation and the Origin of
Neurones
Chapter Abstract
Neurones are remarkably conserved throughout the animal kingdom, indicating that they have remained largely unchanged throughout hundreds of
millions of years of evolution. Identifying the selection pressures that drove
neurones into existence could help us interpret their design and function.
We review fossil, ecological, and molecular evidence to establish when and
why animals evolved neurones. Fossils suggest that animals experienced
profound morphological and behavioural innovations throughout the Cambrian explosion, and that the nervous system was one of those innovations.
Before predation, animals were passive filter feeders or microbial mat grazers. Extant sponges and Trichoplax perform these tasks using energeticallycheaper alternatives than neurones. Genetic evidence suggests that neurones evolved before bilaterians split into protostomes and deuterostomes,
but after cnidarians split from bilaterians. The fossil record indicates that
the advent of predation could fit in this window of time, though molecular
clock studies dispute this claim. Collectively, these lines of evidence indicate
that animals evolved nervous systems soon after they started eating each
other, approximately 550 MYa. The first sensory neurones could have been
threshold detectors that spiked in response to other animals in close proximity, alerting animals to perform precisely-timed actions such as striking
or fleeing.

1.1

Introduction

If neurones are the answer, then what was the question? Neurones are largely conserved
across the animal kingdom, even between otherwise disparate lineages (Galliot et al.,
2009; Watanabe et al., 2009; Anderson, 2004; Grimmelikhuijzen and Westfall, 1995).
This conservation indicates that the essential features of neurone design and function
were established very early in their evolutionary history. Whatever the question was, it
is clear that animals quickly found neurones to be an effective answer, and that answer
1

has hardly changed throughout hundreds of millions of years of subsequent evolution.
Understanding why spiking neurones first evolved could help us interpret their function
in complex modern nervous systems.
Animals evolved before nervous systems did. There must have been an era of
evolutionary history in which no animals possessed nervous systems. Sponges and
Trichoplax 1 are likely remnants from this era; they are the only extant animals that
never develop nervous systems at any stage of their life cycles, and they are also
widely regarded as the most ancient animal lineages that still exist (Nielsen, 2008;
Dellaporta et al., 2006). All other animal lineages that exist today develop nervous
systems. We are interested in studying when animals developed nervous systems, and
the circumstances under which they did.
It has been proposed that nervous systems evolved to allow active movement in
animals (Llinás, 2001). However, neurones are not necessary for animals to move, nor
are they necessary for them to sense or respond to environmental cues. Sponges and
Trichoplax are capable of detecting, reacting, and moving in response to a variety
of stimuli, including mechanical, electrical, chemical, light, temperature, and sediment
concentration cues (Renard et al., 2009; Leys and Meech, 2006; Elliott and Leys, 2007).
Sponge contractions show that neurones are not necessary to coordinate movement on
large spatial scales in response to these cues (Leys and Meech, 2006; Nickel, 2010).
Sponge larvae are capable of phototaxis (Ettinger-Epstein et al., 2008; Rivera et al.,
2012; Leys et al., 2002; Maldonado, 2006), and they evaluate substrate conditions when
searching for a location to colonise (Ettinger-Epstein et al., 2008; Maldonado, 2006;
Wahab et al., 2011).
The ability to recognise and orient in relation to signal sources occurs not only
in animals that lack nervous systems, but amongst living organisms in all kingdoms.
Unicellular organisms can approach nutrient sources and avoid toxins (Berg, 1975).
Plants can perform similar feats by changing their architecture and directing their
growth in response to nutrient, light and chemical gradients (Trewavas, 2005). While
it is true that nervous systems allow animals to generate goal-directed movements,
other organisms perform similar tasks without incurring the considerable energetic
expense of neurones (Laughlin, 2001; Laughlin et al., 1998; Niven and Laughlin, 2008;
Niven et al., 2007).
Fossil evidence can reveal much about the timing and circumstances surrounding
the evolutionary appearance of neurones. Fossils can reveal not only the morphology
of ancient organisms and when they lived, but also their ecology and their behaviour.
Fossil evidence indicates that animals experienced profound morphological and behavioural innovations leading up to the Cambrian explosion, beginning 543 MYa. The
earliest direct and indirect fossil evidence for nervous systems is dated to about this
1

Trichoplax is the only known extant member of the phylum placozoa (placozoans = ‘flat animals’).
Like sponges, Trichoplax are animals that lack tissues; in fact, placozoans and poriferans (sponges)
comprise the superphylum parazoa (‘beside the animals’). It is unclear how placozoans relate to the
other animal phyla. Trichoplax is usually around 1 mm in length. Their size makes them difficult to
observe in the wild; little is known about their ecology or lifestyle. However, we do know that they
feed by crawling on substrates and enveloping food particles, and that they reproduce sexually and
asexually. See (Schierwater, 2005; Srivastava et al., 2008) for readable introductions to these obscure
animals.
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time, suggesting that nervous systems were one such innovation.
Fossil evidence also informs us about the ecological conditions around the time that
neurones evolved. Evolutionary change takes place in a context of contingent climatic,
geochemical, and biotic affordances, in which it is difficult to assign causality (Gibson,
1979; Chemero, 2003). Affordances are conditions that allow, but do not require,
organisms to undergo evolutionary change. For example, animals cannot evolve nervous
systems if their genomes do not allow them to do so (i.e. if the genetic affordance is
absent). However, even if the genetic affordance for nervous systems is present, animals
may still not evolve nervous systems if ecological affordances remain absent. Animals
would not evolve nervous systems, even if they could, unless there was an ecological
benefit to compensate the cost of developing and operating one. Establishing when
an ecological affordance for nervous systems appeared is central to identifying when
nervous systems evolved.
Modern molecular genetics has revolutionised our understanding of the relatedness
of animals, their nervous systems, and when lineages diverged. Molecular evidence
indicates that all nervous systems share a degree of genetic conservation (Arendt et al.,
2008; Ghysen, 2003; Gomez-Skarmeta et al., 2003; Denes et al., 2007; Hirth, 2010;
Watanabe et al., 2009; Jacobs et al., 2007; Matus et al., 2006; Ball et al., 2004), but
some nervous systems are more closely related than others. Any argument for when
animals evolved nervous systems must offer an explanation for the varying degrees of
genetic conservation that we observe in nervous systems from different lineages.
This chapter reviews fossil, ecological, and molecular evidence, and discusses what
each tells us about when and why animals first evolved neurones.

1.2

Fossils and the Morphology and Behaviour of
Ancient Animals

The fossil record shows that animals experienced profound changes in their morphology
and behaviour between 550-525 MYa.
Figure 1.1 shows body fossils of putative animals before, during, and after this
25 million year period. Most animals before 550 MYa probably have no descendants
that exist today. The taxonomic classification of those fossils is notoriously difficult,
even at the kingdom level (Conway-Morris, 2006; Xiao and Laflamme, 2008; Narbonne,
2005). Sponges are one of the few extant animals we can recognise in the body fossil record before 550 MYa. The oldest fossil evidence for animal existence are body
fossils from Namibia that are interpreted as sponges, dated to 760 MYa (Brain et al.,
2012). The chemical fossil record also supports an ancient presence of sponges, with
demosponge biomarkers dated to 635 MYa (Love et al., 2009). Other putative animals
appeared between 575-560 MYa and were frond-like, superficially resembling modern
sea pens (Laflamme and Narbonne, 2008). Examples of such frond-like animals include
Charniodiscus and rangeomorphs, and their taxonomic affinity remains unknown.
Between 560-550 MYa, we see a notable increase in animal taxonomic diversity.
Bilaterally-symmetric animals such as Dickensonia, Yorgia, and Kimberella appear, as
do animals with tri-, tetra-, penta-, and octaradial symmetry such as Tribrachidium,

3

Figure 1.1: Animals experienced profound morphological innovations
starting at around 550 MYa. A-G: Soft, defenseless animals, H-J:
Skeletons, nervous systems, and spiked tentacles. A-C: The earliest
animals were almost exclusively sessile filter feeders. A: The frond
Charnia masoni, dated ∼ 570 MYa. Scale bar is 1 cm. B: Putative
sponge body fossil, the oldest known evidence of animals, dated 760
MYa. Scale bar is 0.1 mm. C: Palaeophragmodictya spinosa, a filterfeeder with sponge-like traits, clear bilateral symmetry, but general
cnidarian archetype. Scale bar is 1 cm. D-F: Animals displaying a variety of symmetries appeared after 560 MYa. D: Triradial body plan
of Tribrachidium. Scale bar is 1 cm. E: Bisymmetric Dickensonia.
Scale bar is 1 cm. F: Pentaradial Arkarua. Scale bar is 1 cm. G:
Exquisitely preserved specimen of the possible bilaterian Kimberella.
Scale bar is 1 cm. H-J: Between 550-525 MYa, animal morphology
changed significantly. H: Bore holes in the calcified skeleton of a putative cnidarian Cloudina. This image is the oldest known evidence for
macrophagy, and amongst the oldest evidence for skeletons and drills
(white arrows). Scale bar is 150 µm. Inset: A close-up of one of the
holes. I: SEM image of a trilobite eye from the lower Cambrian. Scale
bar 0.1 mm. J: the spiked tentacle of Anomalocaris, a lower-Cambrian
predator. Scale bar is 2 mm. Images taken from A: (Laflamme and
Narbonne, 2008), B: (Brain et al., 2012), C: (Serezhnikova, 2007),
D-F: (Xiao and Laflamme, 2008), G: (Fedonkin, 1997), H: (Clarkson
et al., 2006), I: (Hua et al., 2003), J: Wikipedia Commons. All images
reproduced with permissions.
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Conomedusites, Arkarua, and Eoandromeda (Xiao and Laflamme, 2008; Droser et al.,
2006; Tang et al., 2011). Other animals such as Parvancorina show clear anteriorposterior differentiation. While these animals exhibited various symmetries and rudimentary body patterning, they were morphologically very unlike extant animals (Valentine, 2002), as shown in Figure 1.1.
Around 550 MYa, almost all of these simple animals disappear from the fossil record.
By 525 MYa, they had been replaced by more complex animals that are recognisable
as representatives of extant animal phyla (Valentine, 2002; Narbonne, 2005). During
this time, which includes the Cambrian explosion, we see the appearance of many
evolutionary innovations such as calcified skeletons and drills (550 MYa) (Hua et al.,
2003; Bengtson and Zhao, 1992), plates and shells (541-530 MYa) (Erwin et al., 2011;
Maloof et al., 2010), and spikes, teeth, and jaws (530 MYa, see Figure 1.1).
Nervous systems may have been another innovation from this era; the first direct evidence for nervous systems appears at 525 MYa as the eyes of various arthropods (Clarkson et al., 2006; Paterson et al., 2011; Zhang and Shu, 2007). These eyes
were well-developed, suggesting that they had already existed for an evolutionarilysignificant amount of time. Some of these innovations are shown in Figure 1.1.
As animal bodies increased in complexity, so too did their behaviour. Trace fossils
are fossils of biological activity on a substrate. They are good indicators of animal behaviour and ecological change (Mangano and Buatois, 2007; Bengtson and Rasmussen,
2009; Plotnick, 2012). Figure 1.2 shows examples of animal traces before and after
550 MYa. The first indisputable animal trace fossils appear around 560 MYa (Jensen,
2003; Seilacher et al., 2005; Budd and Jensen, 2000; Liu et al., 2010). For 10 million
years, the vast majority of these first trace fossils were unbranched, simple, horizontal
traces (Jensen et al., 2005; Jensen, 2003; Liu et al., 2010). The shallowness of these
traces indicates that they were probably caused by a bilaterian pushing through the
sediment, forming ridges on either side (Jensen et al., 2006). Other traces from this era
include repeated imprints of Yorgia (Ivantsov and Malakhovskaya, 2002) and Dickinsonia (Xiao and Laflamme, 2008), which may (or may not (McIlroy et al., 2009)) have
been capable of passive intermittent movement. Kimberella seemed to move itself actively on microbial mats, scratching the mats where it pleased (Mangano and Buatois,
2007; Seilacher et al., 2005; Peterson et al., 2008).
At 550 MYa, animal traces became noticeably more complex and diverse, just as
body fossils did. Figure 1.2 shows pictures of bilaterian trace fossil evidence dated 551541 MYa. Instead of pushing themselves through sediment (Jensen et al., 2006), these
bilaterians dug cross-cutting and branching tunnels in the microbial mats (Chen et al.,
2013; Jensen et al., 2000). We see examples of surface traces that connect the openings
of two tunnels, indicating epibenthic locomotion and perhaps appendages, and vertical
structures, interpreted as resting traces or access holes to the under-mat tunnels (Chen
et al., 2013). We also see the first trace fossils resembling modern annelid and molluscan
burrows (Narbonne, 2005). The existence of more complex traces suggest that at least
some bilaterian animals were capable of a degree of behavioural complexity just a few
million years before the Cambrian explosion, 543 MYa.

5

Figure 1.2: Animal traces increased in complexity and diversity in
parallel with animal morphology. There are no known, indisputable
trace fossils dated before 560 MYa. A: Archeonassa; ridges on either side of the trace indicates displacement by pushing sediment
up either side, presumably by a bilaterian. Scale bar is 1 cm. B:
Helminthoidichnites are simple, unbranched, horizontal traces that
form the majority of animal traces from this era. C: Series of three
Dickinsonia resting traces, 1 marks the oldest and 3 the youngest,
presumed to have been made by the same organism. Scale bar is 1
cm. D-F indicate more complex animal behaviour at the end of the
pre-Cambrian. D: Surface tracks and scratch marks (white arrowheads) connecting full reliefs of tunnels (white arrows). Scale bar is
1 cm. E: Horizontal, cross-cutting, under-mat tunnels. The black
arrows denote cross-cutting tunnels. Scale bar is 2 cm. F: Vertical
structures (arrows) connected by horizontal tunnels. Scale bar is 1
cm. For more beautiful pictures of late pre-Cambrian animal trace
fossils, see (Jensen et al., 2006). Images taken from A: (Jensen, 2003),
B: Wikipedia Commons, C: (Xiao and Laflamme, 2008), D-F: (Chen
et al., 2013). All images reproduced with permissions.
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1.3

Ancient Animal Ecology and an Affordance for
Nervous Systems

Neurones are highly-specialised and energetically-expensive cells (Laughlin, 2001; Laughlin et al., 1998; Niven and Laughlin, 2008; Niven et al., 2007). Many examples of
nervous system reduction have been interpreted as a consequence of the energetic expense of neural tissue. Some ascidian (Cloney, 1982) and anthozoan (Ball et al., 2004)
larvae disassemble their nervous system after their metamorphosis into sessile adults.
There are many examples of cave-dwelling species that have lost their eyes and much of
their visual processing centres (Niven and Laughlin, 2008). These observations suggest
that nervous systems could not have evolved unless they provided some substantial
ecological benefit to compensate for their expense.
The simple morphology and behaviour of pre-Cambrian animals was likely a reflection of their simple ecological lifestyle. Before 560 MYa, it seems that all animals
(e.g. sponges and frond-like animals such as rangeomorphs) were sessile filter-feeders
(Narbonne, 2005; Laflamme and Narbonne, 2008; Bottjer and Clapham, 2006). These
animals may have experienced many ecological selection pressures that extant sessile
animals face, such as dispersal strategies, intraspecific competition, and epifaunal tiering (Clapham and Narbonne, 2002; Clapham et al., 2003; Droser et al., 2006). The
bi-, tri-, tetra-, penta-, and octaradial taxa existing between 550-560 MYa probably
exploited the abundant microbial mats or suspension-fed in the water column for nutrients (Bottjer and Clapham, 2006; Seilacher, 1999; Tang et al., 2011), each occupying
a specific ecological niche (Seilacher, 1999).
Before 550 MYa, there is no direct or indirect evidence for the practice of animalon-animal predation (macrophagy) (Hua et al., 2003; Clapham et al., 2003; Narbonne,
2005; Waggoner, 1998; McMenamin, 1986; Northcutt, 2012; Xiao and Laflamme, 2008;
Sperling et al., 2013). Evidence for predation is often enigmatic, even in young fossil
beds, and is usually inferred from indirect evidence such as injuries, trace fossils, and
functional interpretations of body parts (e.g. shells and drills) (Hua et al., 2003). There
are no reports of healed wounds or injuries, body fragments, defensive or attacking
mechanisms, or trace fossils to support the existence of macrophagy before 550 MYa
(Waggoner, 1998). Furthermore, “survivorship curves” of pre-Cambrian animals imply
age-independent mortality and is consistent with a lack of predation (Waggoner, 1998).
While there is little fossil evidence of anything when it comes to pre-Cambrian animal
life, none of the evidence that we do have supports the existence of macrophagy.
In the absence of macrophagy, these pre-Cambrian animals would have only needed
to move according to nutritional, chemical, light, or temperature gradients (Bengtson,
2002) and filter water or forage for sustenance. Extant sponges and Trichoplax show
that animals do not require neurones to accomplish these tasks. Extant sponges and
their larvae show that animals do not require neurones to filter-feed or coordinate
movement on large spatial scales (Leys and Meech, 2006; Nickel, 2010; Leys et al.,
1999). Trichoplax shows that animals do not require neurones to crawl on a substrate
and forage for food (Liebeskind et al., 2011; Schierwater, 2005; Pearse and Voigt, 2007).
Sponge larvae show that animals do not require neurones to follow gradients or respond
to environmental stimuli (Woollacott, 1993; Ettinger-Epstein et al., 2008; Rivera et al.,
7

2012; Leys et al., 2002; Maldonado, 2006; Wahab et al., 2011). There are cheaper
alternatives than neurones to fulfil these tasks.
Figure 1.3 contains examples of such cheaper alternatives. Many sponge larvae possess a ring of cells with long cilia. The distal protrusions of these cells are filled with
pigment and mitochondria (Maldonado et al., 2003) and express a sponge gene that
was shown to be photoresponsive (Rivera et al., 2012). These cells collectively form a
rudimentary eye and steer larvae according to light intensity (Maldonado, 2004). Endopinacocytes, located in the aquiferous system of adults, resemble mechanoreceptors.
They are mono- or bi-ciliated and are so sparsely distributed that they are unlikely to
be involved in producing water current (Nickel, 2010). Globular cells protrude from
the epithelia of almost all sponge larvae, and probably serve neurone-like functions by
secreting chemicals in response to stimuli (i.e. paracrine signalling) (Richards et al.,
2008; Woollacott, 1993). Neurones are not the only cell type that animals could utilise
for sensory capabilities.
At 550 MYa, a major event in the evolutionary history of animals occurred: the
introduction of macrophagy. Unmistakable bore holes in the calcified sessile animal
Cloudina are currently the oldest evidence of animals eating each other, with fossils
dated at 550 MYa (see Figure 1.1 panel H) (Hua et al., 2003; Bengtson and Zhao,
1992). Subsequently, and perhaps not coincidentally, the vast majority of defenseless
filter-feeders and mat grazers disappeared from the fossil record (Narbonne, 2005; Waggoner, 2003; Xiao and Laflamme, 2008), replaced instead by animals with weapons and
armour.
Still, these first predator-prey interactions did not require neurones. All animals
emit mechanical, chemical, electrical, and other signals in their vicinity, so it is possible
for another animal to detect that signal and follow its gradient toward its source (or
away from it) without the aid of neurones. While these first predator-prey interactions
probably transpired slowly by modern standards, macrophagy pressures animals to
detect other animals and move faster than them. Over evolutionary time, animals
were pressured to decrease their reaction times and move increasingly quickly when
other animals came in close proximity. Eventually, animals’ success in predator-prey
interactions depended on events that happen on a millisecond time scale.
Extant animals make decisions on a millisecond time scale (Johansson and Birznieks,
2004; Stanford et al., 2010; Bodelon et al., 2007; Olberg et al., 2007). This reaction
time may reflect a biophysical limit on the speed at which biological cells can create
and process signals. Predation still pressures extant animals to detect and react to the
proximity of other animals as quickly as possible; if they could react on a microsecond or nanosecond time scale, they would. However, faster reaction times may not be
biologically possible, thus reaction times have achieved their biophysical limit.
Macrophagy pressures animals to react to threats and opportunities in a preciselytimed and well-coordinated way (Stewart et al., 2013; Chittka et al., 2009; Zylberberg and DeWeese, 2011; Broom and Ruxton, 2005). This ability is paramount to
an animal’s survival in predator-prey interactions. Neurones can create and propagate
signals faster than paracrine-signalling sponge-like “proto-neurones.” Networks of neurones can propagate signals throughout a body quickly, facilitating well-coordinated
behaviours. In predator-prey interactions, these abilities are ecological benefits that
could compensate the energetic expense of nervous systems.
8

Figure 1.3: Sponges do not have neurones, but they do have specialised cells that can detect stimuli. A: General view of Amphimedon queenslandica (demosponge) larvae. The ring of long-ciliated cells
at the posterior end of the larvae are pigmented, facilitating phototaxis. B: Endopinacocytes resemble mechanoreceptors. One cilium is
marked by the white arrow. The cilia are too sparse to pump water
through the canal system. Scale bar is 10 µm. C-F: Globular cells
(black arrowheads) migrating through epithelium of an Amphimedon larvae (C-E) until they eventually protrude from the epithelium.
These globular cells express genes that suggest that these cells are
ancient animal sensory devices. F: TEM image of globular cell of an
Amphimedon larvae. The apex of the cell protrudes into the environment (open arrowhead). Images taken from A: Sally Leys (photo
credit), B: (Nickel, 2010), C-F: (Richards et al., 2008). All images
reproduced with permissions.
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1.4

Basal Animal Phylogeny and Divergence Times

We now introduce the basal animal lineages and present fossil and molecular evidence
on when those lineages diverged. In the next section, we will review what is known
about the genetic relatedness of nervous systems in those lineages and what we can
deduce from that relatedness about when nervous systems evolved.
Phylogenetics has provided insight into the relatedness of animal lineages, but published results of basal animal relatedness are notoriously inconsistent. Nearly every
possible branching order of basal animal lineages has been reported; see (Nielsen, 2008)
for a compilation of such results. Furthermore, incompatible trees are each reported
with disturbingly high confidence (Siddall, 2010).
Despite this inconsistency, basal animal phylogenetic studies are in broad agreement
on several key points, as illustrated in Figure 1.4. All studies agree that the basal animal
lineages comprise poriferans (sponges), placozoans (Trichoplax ), cnidarians (stinging
jellyfish), ctenophores (comb-sivving jellyfish), and bilaterians (three germ layers and
bilateral symmetry). Most studies agree that these basal lineages all descended from
one common ancestor (Muller, 2001, 2003; Borchiellini et al., 2001; Nielsen, 2008).
Most studies report Porifera as the most basal extant animal lineage, as reviewed in
(Nielsen, 2008), though others have reported Placozoa (Dellaporta et al., 2006) or even
Ctenophora (Dunn et al., 2008; Ryan et al., 2013). Almost all agree that cnidarians and
ctenophores are basal to or sisters of bilaterians (Manuel et al., 2003; Wallberg et al.,
2004; Peterson and Eernisse, 2001; Glenner et al., 2004), and that sponges, cnidarians,
ctenophores, and several bilaterian phyla crossed the Ediacaran-Cambrian boundary
543 MYa (Peterson et al., 2004, 2005; Halanych, 2004; Peterson and Butterfield, 2005).
A current and important conflict concerns the monophyly (Wallberg et al., 2004;
Peterson and Eernisse, 2001; Phillippe et al., 2009) vs. paraphyly (Sperling et al., 2012;
Manuel et al., 2003; Peterson and Eernisse, 2001; Borchiellini et al., 2001; Peterson
et al., 2005; Halanych, 2004) of sponges. If sponges are paraphyletic, then all animals
with nervous systems must have descended from a sponge, as shown in Figure 1.4. We
will later discuss why this issue is of particular importance to nervous system evolution.
Fossils and molecular clock studies give different answers as to when these basal animal lineages diverged. While taxonomic classification of pre-Cambrian animal fossils is
highly controversial, fossil evidence tentatively suggests that cnidarians, ctenophores,
and bilaterians split from each other by 550 MYa. Eoandromeda is interpreted as an
early ctenophore, as it possesses characteristics observed exclusively in the Ctenophora
phylum (Tang et al., 2011). It appeared no later than 560-550 MYa (Zhu et al., 2008;
Xiao and Laflamme, 2008). There are many fossil candidates for the existence of
cnidarians at this time, including P. spinosa (Serezhnikova, 2007), axially-patterned
fronds (Erwin, 2008), and calcified Cloudina and Namacalathus (see Figure 1.1) (Cortijo et al., 2010; Wood, 2011; Gaucher and Germs, 2010). Kimberella is perhaps the
strongest body fossil evidence that bilaterians existed before 550 MYa, though the
existence of bilaterally symmetric organisms does not necessarily imply that those organisms were bilaterians (Matus et al., 2006; Ball et al., 2004). Trace fossils dated
at 551-543 MYa reflect peristaltic locomotion, indicating the presence of bilaterians
(Chen et al., 2013; Mangano and Buatois, 2007). A conservative reading of the body
fossil and trace fossil records suggests that basal animal clades, including ctenophores,
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Figure 1.4: Conflicts and consensus of basal animal phylogeny. Conflicts: We do not know whether sponges are paraphyletic (top cladogram) or monophyletic (bottom cladogram). If sponges are paraphyletic, then all animals with nervous systems must have descended
from a sponge. We do not know how placozoans relate to the
other clades. We do not know if cnidarians or ctenophores are more
basal. We also do not know how many bilaterian phyla crossed the
Ediacaran-Cambrian boundary. Consensus: cnidarians, ctenophores,
bilaterians, placozoans, and sponges comprise the basal animal lineages. Bilaterians are the most derived of these lineages. These lineages split before the Cambrian explosion.
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cnidarians, and bilaterians, had diverged by 550 MYa (Jensen et al., 2005).
Molecular clock studies are another source of evidence regarding when these lineages
diverged. Though molecular clock methodology has improved in recent years, they can
still be sensitive to methodology, model assumptions, and the taxa included in the data
set (Northcutt, 2012; Welch et al., 2005). Recent molecular clock studies still vary
widely in their reported branching times, and molecular clocks become increasingly
unreliable as they attempt to estimate older branching times (Marshall and Valentine,
2010). However, molecular clock studies assert an earlier divergence of these lineages
than the fossil record indicates. Current molecular clock estimates for the branching
time of cnidarians from bilaterians range from 700-600 MYa (Peterson et al., 2004, 2005;
Erwin et al., 2011). Estimates for the branching time of bilaterians into protostomes
and deuterostomes range from 670-570 MYa (Peterson et al., 2004, 2005; Aris-Brosou
and Yang, 2003; Erwin et al., 2011).

1.5

Genetic Relatedness of Nervous Systems

Modern molecular genetics has revolutionised our understanding of relatedness, but we
must be very careful in our interpretation of such evidence. As we will soon discuss, all
nervous systems share some degree of genetic conservation. Therefore, the last common
ancestor of animals that develop nervous systems possessed those conserved genes, and
it is tempting to infer that this ancestor must have used them to develop a nervous
system as well. This inference is clearly not true; there are many counterexamples of
genes that have some conserved function in a number of ‘higher’ lineages, but have a
different function in more basal lineages (Marshall and Valentine, 2010).
Sponges and Trichoplax provide examples of this principle that are specific to nervous systems. Sponges have many genes that are related to important neural genes in
‘higher’ animals. Comprehensive lists of these genes exist (Renard et al., 2009), and at
least some can be transferred into bilaterians and function successfully (Richards et al.,
2008). Sponges possess a “nearly-complete” set of post-synaptic proteins (Sakarya
et al., 2007), potassium ion channels (Tompkins-MacDonald et al., 2009), and many
known neurotransmitters and neuromodulators (Renard et al., 2009). Trichoplax contains genes involved in neurone specification (and muscle and circulatory system development) (Schierwater et al., 2008; Srivastava et al., 2008; Marshall and Valentine,
2010). Neither sponges nor Trichoplax have neurones (or muscles or circulatory systems); those genes must serve some other purpose for them. The molecular genetics of
sponges and Trichoplax show unequivocally that the presence of conserved neurogenic
genes in conserved neurogenic roles in ‘higher’ animals does not imply the presence of
neurones in their ancestors.
Sponges possess much of the core molecular toolkit required to develop a nervous
system. If sponges are paraphyletic (see Figure 1.4), then all other animals inherited
that toolkit from their sponge ancestor. If sponges are monophyletic, it remains likely
that all other animals inherited a similar toolkit from some sponge-like predecessor.
Either way, one might expect to observe a degree of genetic conservation in the nervous
systems of ‘higher’ animals. Indeed, Figure 1.5 contains examples of genetic similarities
we observe in the nervous systems of cnidarians and bilaterians, including genetic
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homologies between the two lineages (Watanabe et al., 2009; Galliot et al., 2009; Jacobs
et al., 2007; Lindgens et al., 2004; Hayakawa et al., 2004; Matus et al., 2006; Marlow
et al., 2009).
While all nervous systems share a degree of genetic conservation, those of cnidarians
and bilaterians display many disparities that collectively lead to “strikingly different”
overall nervous system organisations (Nakanishi et al., 2012). The nervous systems
of bilaterians contain glial cells, but no analogous cell types have been reported in
cnidarians or ctenophores (Galliot et al., 2009; Marlow et al., 2009). During development, only the ectoderm of bilaterians shows neurogenic potential, whereas neurones
may arise from both the ectoderm and the endoderm in cnidarians (Galliot et al.,
2009; Nakanishi et al., 2012; Marlow et al., 2009). Furthermore, the establishment of
the endodermal and ectodermal nervous systems in cnidarians occur through independent guidance mechanisms (Nakanishi et al., 2012). No shared ‘pan-neural’ genes have
been reported in cnidarians and bilaterians (Moroz, 2009). Even within the cnidarian
phylum, no pan-neural markers have been shown to cross-hybridise between cnidarian species (Galliot and Quiquand, 2011). On this basis, it has been suggested that
not only did nervous systems evolve independently in bilaterians and cnidarians, but
perhaps even several times in the cnidarian phylum alone (Moroz, 2009).
In bilaterians, nervous systems are highly genetically conserved, as shown in Figure
1.6. All known bilaterians utilise conserved genes that are expressed in conserved
spatial patterns to develop specific neural types in specific regions of their bodies
(Arendt et al., 2008; Gomez-Skarmeta et al., 2003; Denes et al., 2007; Lowe et al.,
2003). Many of these genes can be transferred between disparate bilaterian lineages
and function successfully. This conservation strongly suggests that the last common
ancestor of all bilaterians also had a nervous system, i.e. bilaterians evolved nervous
systems exactly once (Hirth, 2010).

1.6

Discussion

We have reviewed fossil, ecological, and molecular-comparitive evidence to see what
each tells us about when animals evolved nervous systems. Collectively, these lines of
evidence tell a compelling story that animals evolved nervous systems soon after they
started eating each other.
The fossil record testifies that animals underwent profound morphological innovations soon after they started eating each other, as we see the first appearances of
teeth, claws, spines, shells, skeletons, and drills. Given the first fossil appearance of
highly-developed eyes 525 MYa, it is plausible that nervous systems should be added to
this list of innovations. The sudden increase in animal trace complexity and diversity,
starting at 550 MYa, can be explained by the appearance of neurones at that time.
Before 550 MYa, it seems that all animals were sessile filter-feeders or mat grazers. Animals could have employed cheaper alternatives than neurones to meet their
ecological demands. Thus, although these animals probably had much of the requisite
molecular toolkit to develop nervous systems, it may not have been advantageous for
them to do so.
All extant nervous systems share a degree of genetic conservation because they
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Figure 1.5: Evidence for the genetic conservation of nervous system
development between cnidarians and bilaterians. A: Oral region of
Hydra oligactis (cnidarian), showing the nerve ring that connects to
tentacles and a dense population of sensory cells surrounding the
mouth (centre). Concentrations of neurones in specific regions of
the body plan are reminiscent of neural regionalisation in bilaterians.
Scale bar is 50 µm. B: The genetic pathway leading to neural differentiation in Hydra (cnidarian) and vertebrates (chordate) share some
genetic homologues (top two boxes), but not others (lowest box). CF: Injecting a cnidarian proneural gene into Drosophila (a bilaterian)
induces the development of sensory structures. C: Control Drosophila
thorax. D: Mechanoreceptor bristles on Drosophila thorax induced.
E: Control Drosophila wing. F: Bristles and chemoreceptors (black
arrows) induced. Images taken from A: (Grimmelikhuijzen et al.,
1991), B: (Lindgens et al., 2004), C-F: (Grens et al., 1995). All images reproduced with permissions.
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Figure 1.6: The expression of related neurogenic genes in similar spatial distributions amongst bilaterian phyla indicates that nervous system development is highly conserved. P and D indicate protostome
and deuterostome, the lineages comprising bilaterians. A: Comparison of Hox gene expression between Drosophila (P) and mouse/fish
(D) embryos. Colours and letters indicate approximate domains of
expression of similar Hox genes. B: Mediolateral neurogenic domains
between annelid (P) and vertebrate (D) trunk nervous systems. Vertical bars represent mediolateral domains of neural specification gene
expression. Horizontal dashed lines represent spatial domains with
distinct combinations of neural specification gene expression. The resultant neurone types and their spatial distributions are highly conserved, as indicated in the margins. Images taken from A: Wikipedia
Commons, B: (Denes et al., 2007). All images reproduced with permissions.
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inherited much of the core molecular toolkit required for nervous system development
from a sponge or sponge-like ancestor. The ancestors of cnidarians, ctenophores, and
bilaterians may have used that toolkit to develop and distribute “proto-neural” sensory
cells such as those of extant sponges. If those lineages split before animals evolved
neurones, then those lineages must have independently co-opted those “proto-neural”
sensory cells into neurones. This scenario would explain the profound developmental
and design discrepancies of their nervous systems today.

1.6.1

Implications for Neural Computation

Before animals ate each other, they followed gradients to find more favourable environments. When macrophagy became a viable feeding strategy, a dynamic state of the
world became crucial to an animal’s survival: the proximity of other animals. Knowing
that state, and particularly the moment when that state indicates the presence of a
threat or opportunity, would provide utility. As soon as another animal came sufficiently close, predators and prey needed to make a decision to attack or defend. That
decision needed to be made at precisely the right time; striking or fleeing a bit too
early or a bit too late can result in the loss of a potential meal for predators, or death
for prey (Stewart et al., 2013). Animals must have experienced a selection pressure
to react as soon as they had evidence that a state of the world (e.g. the proximity of
another animal) became critical.
The vast majority of extant sensory neurones produce an all-or-nothing spike when
their membrane potential exceeds a threshold. The functional and genetic conservation
of extant sensory neurones indicates that ancient sensory neurones were functionally
similar. They could have been employed as threshold detectors to inform ancient animals of the precise moment that another animal had arrived in their vicinity, and
thus presented a threat or an opportunity. For example, consider a late pre-Cambrian
predator that produces a signal that protrudes into the open environment and is moving
toward a prey. The prey has a threshold detector whose membrane potential depends
on the strength of the oncoming predator’s signal. If the prey can initiate some defensive strategy, e.g. fleeing, when the predator is some particular distance D away, it
maximises its chances of not being eaten (Stewart et al., 2013). When the distance
between the predator and prey is greater than D, the predator’s signal is too weak for
the membrane potential of the prey’s sensor exceed its threshold value. When the distance reduces to D, the membrane potential meets its threshold value, and the sensor
produces a spike. That spike is an assertion that a state of the world has reached some
critical value, and that a decision needs to be made at that moment.
Extant sensory neurones could be functioning in a directly analogous manner. In
this framework, individual spikes are assertions about states of the world; namely that
a state of the world has become critical. Notably, this framework does not suppose the
existence of a ‘neural code.’ Rates of spikes are simply the rates at which assertions
are made, and spike times are simply the times at which assertions are made. It is the
spikes themselves that contain the information.
Physiological evidence indicates that individual spikes, and not trains or codes of
spikes, are the fundamental operands of neural computation (Paulin, 2004; Deneve,
2008). Monkeys and humans require roughly 30 ms of processing time to accurately
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discriminate colours (Stanford et al., 2010; Bodelon et al., 2007). Dragonflies orient
their heads and their wings respond within 30 ms of visual prey detection (Olberg et al.,
2007). Mice represent odours on the scale of tens of milliseconds (Uchida and Mainen,
2003). Tactile information in human fingertips seems to be transmitted after primary
sensory neurones have only had time to fire a single spike (Johansson and Birznieks,
2004). This physiological evidence strongly suggests that nervous systems represent
and process sensory information at a time scale on the order of first spike latencies.
Therefore, trains of spikes and codes of spikes are unlikely to be the fundamental
operands of neural computation.

1.6.2

A Contradiction with Molecular Clocks

Molecular clocks dispute the claim that animals evolved neurones after the advent of
macrophagy. A strong argument can be made that nervous systems evolved once in
bilaterians (Hirth, 2010). If nervous systems appeared at around 550 MYa, then bilaterians must have split (into protostomes and deuterostomes) after this date. Fossil
evidence does not contradict this assertion; trace fossils indicate the presence of bilaterians around 560 MYa, and the first bilaterally-symmetric body fossils are dated to
557 MYa (see Section 1.2). It seems reasonable that bilaterians split into protostomes
and deuterostomes a few million years later. Molecular clocks, on the other hand,
assert an earlier bilaterian divergence time. Current molecular clock estimates for the
branching time of bilaterians into protostomes and deuterostomes range from 670-570
MYa (Peterson et al., 2004, 2005; Aris-Brosou and Yang, 2003; Erwin et al., 2011).
These dates imply that bilaterians remained absent from the fossil record for tens of
millions of years. Either the fossil record is incomplete or the clock dates are incorrect.
Bilaterian absence from the trace fossil record for tens of millions of years seems
unlikely. Before 550 MYa, there were abundant microbial mats that provided excellent
taphonomic conditions to preserve traces (Jensen et al., 2005; Gehling, 1999). It is
also possible, though unlikely (Budd and Jensen, 2000), that the first bilaterians were
pelagic, tiny, or otherwise unable to leave detectable traces. However, the earliest
bilaterian traces we observe are extremely simple, unbranched, shallow, horizontal
traces depicting bilaterians gently pushing through sediment (see Section 1.2). These
traces are inconsistent with those we would expect from organisms that had been
evolving nervous systems for tens of millions of years. Furthermore, although molecular
clock methods have improved, even recent results on the bilaterian split vary by 100
million years. They can be sensitive to methodology, model assumptions, and the
data set (Welch et al., 2005), and are unreliable when inferring earlier branching times
(Marshall and Valentine, 2010). Thus, we believe that these clock dates are incorrect.

1.6.3

Phyla Branching Order Does Not Matter

Phylogenetic trees produce notoriously inconsistent results (Siddall, 2010; Nielsen,
2008). We have assumed that sponges are the most basal extant animal lineage (see
Figure 1.4). We made this assumption because most phylogenetic trees place sponges
at their base (Nielsen, 2008). We also used this assumption to provide a potential
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explanation for how nervous systems can be polyphyletic, yet exhibit a degree of genetic conservation. However, the core arguments of this chapter do not depend on the
validity of this assumption, or the branching order of the animal phyla.
For example, the first phylogenetic tree to incorporate a complete ctenophore
genome was recently published (Ryan et al., 2013). The study’s resultant tree placed
ctenophores, and not sponges, as the most basal extant animal lineage. If this claim
is true, it does not follow that animals evolved nervous systems once, even though
extant ctenophores possess nervous systems. In fact, Ryan et al. (2013) acknowledge
this potential fallacy; if ctenophores are basal to all other animals, then either animals
evolved nervous systems once, and sponges and Trichoplax subsequently lost their
nervous systems, or nervous systems evolved independently in ctenophores, cnidarians, and bilaterians. The latter scenario still accounts for the fossil, ecological, and
molecular evidence we have outlined in this chapter.

1.6.4

Other Proposals for Nervous System Origin

The “light switch” hypothesis (Parker, 1998) proposes that the evolution of sensory
systems, specifically colour spatial vision, led to the onset of predation at the base of
the Cambrian. We contend that causality goes the other way. Animals do not require
neurones to detect gradients or move in relation to them, so animals are capable of
orienting and moving toward or away from other animals by following the gradient of
the signals that they emit. Thus, predation is possible in ecosystems lacking animals
with neurones. Conversely, ecological considerations indicate that neurones cannot
exist in ecosystems lacking predation.
Keijzer, van Duijn, and Lyon (2013) argue that nervous systems evolved not as an
input-output mechanism, but rather as a way to coordinate muscle contraction over
large spatial scales. Their argument is based on some of the material we have presented,
for example that nervous systems are not necessary for animals to detect stimuli, but
does not seem to account for the fact that nervous systems are not necessary for animals
to coordinate movement on large spatial scales either (Nickel et al., 2011). Their point
is well-taken: a crucial function of the earliest nervous systems was to facilitate quick
muscle contractions over the whole body. However, another crucial function was to
detect the presence of states that required such coordinated contractions. Detection of
states of the world and reaction to those states are inextricably linked.
Jekely (2011) proposes that the first neural circuits evolved to improve the efficiency
of ciliary swimming in the ancestor of cnidarians and bilaterians. The basic idea is that,
without nervous systems, sensory and motor functions are performed by the same cell,
such as the photoresponsive ring of cila in sponge larvae (see Figure 1.3 panel A).
Each of these cells has a sensory structure whose output affects ciliary beating. The
number of sensory structures can be reduced by eliminating the sensory structures of
the ciliated cells in favour of a smaller number of neurones. Those neurones produce
signals in response to light intensity and transmit those signals to the ciliated cells.
This transition could have allowed the diversication of sensory modalities and the
behavioural repertoire of animals. While Jekely’s hypothesis provides an ecological
affordance for neurones, it does not explain why the first bilaterian trace fossils are so
simple, given that the ancestors of those bilaterians had been evolving nervous systems
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for at least tens of millions of years. It also assumes that nervous systems evolved once
in the cnidarian-bilaterian ancestor. Firmer molecular evidence on the monophyly or
polyphyly of nervous systems should be able to support or refute his hypothesis.
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Interlude
Chapter 3 of this thesis provides a rigourous quantitative argument, based on ecology, that animals evolved nervous systems soon after they started eating each other.
Chapter 2 lays the mathematical foundation for this argument.
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Chapter 2
Martingales and Biological
Absorbing Random Walks
Chapter Abstract
Martingales provide an elegant approach for studying absorbing random
walks. Many evolutionary-ecological and theoretical-biological models are
absorbing random walks, and martingales provide tools to calculate many
of their global statistics, such as absorption (or fixation or invasion) probabilities and the distributions (conditional and marginal) of the time to
absorption. We will use these tools to analyse a series of classic and novel
absorbing random walks from theoretical biology. The principal goal of this
chapter is to outline and highlight the merits of martingales by applying
them to biologically-themed absorbing random walks. The expressions that
martingales yield for absorption probabilities and the time to absorption
make parameter dependence explicit, so a sensitivity analysis of relevant
global statistics becomes a simple calculus problem. These expressions are
often obtained within a few lines of straightforward mathematics, and we
do not need to restrict our analysis to the limit of large population sizes
or weak selection to do so. The only prerequisites to learning and applying martingale theory are standard concepts in undergraduate probability
theory. Martingales are a rarely-utilised but powerful approach to study
many of the biological absorbing random walks that evolutionary-ecological
modellers encounter.

2.1

Introduction

Absorbing random walks are stochastic processes where some quantity of interest fluctuates in time between boundaries, and terminate when that quantity meets one of
the boundaries. In general, we are interested in obtaining the probabilities that the
absorbing random walk will terminate at each respective boundary (the ‘absorption
probabilities’), and the distribution of time required for it to do so. Many biological
processes can be modelled as absorbing random walks. In population genetics, for example, the quantity of interest is gene frequencies, and random walk models are used
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to calculate probabilities that certain genes will become fixed in the population or will
go extinct (Kimura, 1962). Random walk models may also be used to calculate the
distribution of the time taken to reach these absorbing boundaries (Jouini and Dallery,
2008). There are analogous problems in ecology and population biology (Novozhilov
et al., 2005; Glaz, 1979), epidemiology (Chen and Bokka, 2005), pathology (Hyman
et al., 2009), and in various related fields (Tian and Zhenqiu, 2007; Nowak, 2006).
Theoretical biologists almost always investigate absorbing random walks by using
transition matrix-based Markov chain methods or diffusion approximations (Kimura,
1962; Jouini and Dallery, 2008; Novozhilov et al., 2005; Glaz, 1979; Chen and Bokka,
2005; Hyman et al., 2009; Tian and Zhenqiu, 2007; Nowak, 2006; Patwa, 2008). While
these approaches undoubtedly have value, they also have drawbacks. When we obtain
absorption probabilities using Markov chains, our resultant expressions necessarily contain matrices and matrix operations. Such expressions are undesirable because their
parameter dependence is obscured; for examples, see Chapter 11 in Grinstead (1997).
State transition-based methods require solving a system of linear equations that increases exponentially in number with the size of the random walk (Diaz et al., 2012).
Diffusion approximations, by contrast, yield tractable expressions for absorption probabilities that make parameter dependence explicit. Of course, simplifying assumptions
must be made to obtain such clean results, but see van Kampen (1982) for an in-depth
discussion on the limitations of diffusion approximations in general. The specific simplifying assumptions we make when using diffusion approximations generally depend
on the model under consideration, but implicit assumptions made in any diffusion approximation model include a large population size and weak selection (Wakeley, 2005;
Patwa, 2008). To tractably analyse models where these implicit diffusion approximation assumptions are invalid, such as selection in small populations, we need an
alternative approach.
Martingales (Ross, 1996; Grimmett and Stirzaker, 2001) provide an elegant approach for analysing absorbing random walks, but biological applications of them are
scarce (Patwa, 2008). Presumably, this is because martingales are most directly applied
to random walks whose steps are independent of the realisation of past steps, whereas
evolutionary and biological processes depend on such historical effects. However, even
if a random walk’s steps depend on past steps, it may be possible to mathematically
transform the steps such that their historical dependence vanishes. For some random
walks, this transformation may not exist, or may be difficult to find, and in such cases
researchers should defer to Markov chain methods, diffusion approximations, or simulation. However, when this transformation exists, martingales have clear advantages
over such alternative approaches. Martingales do not require the use of matrices, so
they yield expressions for a random walk’s global statistics that make parameter dependence explicit. Martingales do not require us to restrict our analysis to the limit of
large population sizes or weak selection. These advantages have made martingales a
popular approach in a wide variety of fields (Barnett, 1975; Phatarfod, 1963; Pesaran
and Timmermann, 2005), and in this chapter, we will show how they can be useful to
theoretical biologists as well.
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2.2

Theory

Absorption Probabilities from Martingales
In discrete time, a sequence of random variables Yt is a martingale with respect to
another sequence Xt if it satisfies satisfies for any t ≥ 1:


E Yt < ∞;
E [Yt |X1 , . . . , Xt−1 ] = Yt−1 .
If a sequence Yt is not a martingale, we might be able to apply a function f so that
the transformed sequence f (Yt ) is a martingale:
E [f (Yt )|X1 , . . . , Xt−1 ] = f (Yt−1 ).
A central problem in theoretical biology considers two competing populations of
organisms: ‘indigenous’ and ‘mutants.’ We wish to calculate the probability that the
mutant population will fix; that is, the probability that the mutant population will
drive the indigenous population to extinction such that all organisms are mutants.
Martingales can often be used to solve specific versions of this problem.
Let St represent the size of the mutant population at time step t. In the Moran
process, St is a scalar representing the total number of mutants at time step t (see
Section 2.3.1). However, St is a vector in general; for heterogeneous evolutionary
graphs such as the star graph, the components of the vector St represent the numbers
of mutants at different typesPof vertices (see Section 2.3.2).
We can write St = S0 + ti=0 Xi , where Xi is the change in the mutant population
size at time step i, and S0 is the initial mutant population size. Let a and b represent
the absorbing states of the mutant population size, with a being the state where mutants have achieved fixation, and b the state where mutants have become extinct. For
example, in a Moran process with population size N , we would have a = N and b = 0.
Finally, let T be the random stopping time at which the population reaches one of the
absorbing states; that is, T is the first time step where the population consists either
entirely of the mutant type or entirely of the indigenous type.
In order to calculate fixation probabilities with this method, we need the transforming function f to be exponential, which is the only continuous function with the
property f (X + Y) = f (X)f (Y); see Chapter 8, Exercise 6 in Rudin (1976).
P
Theorem 2.2.1. Let St = S0 + ti=0 Xi represent the mutant population size at time
step t. Suppose we have an exponential function f such that E [f (Xt )|X1 , . . . , Xt−1 ] = 1
for all t, and we have a stopping time T with Pr[T < ∞] = 1 (the time to absorption
is finite). Then the mutant fixation probability is:
Pr(ST = a) = 1 − Pr(ST = b) =

f (S0 ) − f (b)
.
f (a) − f (b)

Proof. Since f is an exponential function, the conditional expectation of f (St ) is given
by:
E [f (St )|X1 , . . . , Xt−1 ] = E [f (Xt )f (St−1 )|X1 , . . . , Xt−1 ]
= E [f (Xt )|X1 , . . . , Xt−1 ] f (St−1 )
= f (St−1 ),
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and so the sequence f (St ) is a martingale with respect to Xt .
Now let this martingale be stopped at some random finite time T < ∞. Doob’s
optional stopping theorem (Doob, 1953; Ross, 1996; Grimmett and Stirzaker, 2001)
gives us:1
E [f (ST )] = f (S0 ).
The stopping time T is the first time step for which the process reaches one of two
possible absorbing states, a or b, representing fixation and extinction. Therefore:
E [f (ST )] = Pr(ST = a)f (a) + Pr(ST = b)f (b) = f (S0 ).
Inserting Pr(ST = b) = 1 − Pr(ST = a) and rearranging we get:
Pr(ST = a) =

f (S0 ) − f (b)
.
f (a) − f (b)

(2.1)

Wald’s Identity
Wald (1944) derived an identity that can be used to calculate not only absorption
probabilities, but also the (conditional and marginal) distributions of the time to absorption, when the steps of a random walk are independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.).
Suppose that St is a sum of t i.i.d. random variables Xi , where Xi ∼ X. Let MX (h)
be the moment generating function of X.2 Wald’s identity is then:


E eST h (MX (h))−T = 1.
(2.2)
Lemma 2 in Wald (1944) states that if E [X] 6= 0 and Var [X] 6= 0, then exactly one
nonzero value h0 6= 0 makes MX (h0 ) = 1. In other words, MX (h) − 1 is convex and
has two real roots, one nonzero, under very general assumptions3 (Barnett, 1975).
Evaluating Equation 2.2 at h0 gives:


E eST h0 = 1.
(2.3)


Notice that eXi h0 is an exponential function, and that E [f (Xi )|Xi−1 , . . . , X1 ] = E eXi h0
= MX (h0 ) = 1, so absorption probabilities are given by Equation 2.1.
Taking the derivative of Equation 2.2 with respect to h gives us the expected time
to absorption (Wald, 1946). Briefly, taking the derivative of Equation 2.2 with respect
to h and evaluating at h = 0:


d
E ST − T MX (0) = 0 → E [ST − T E [X]] = 0 → E [T ] = E [ST ] /E [X] , (2.4)
dh
1

In addition to a finite absorption time, Doob’s optional stopping theorem also requires that the
martingale differences be bounded; see Theorem 12.5.9 in (Grimmett and Stirzaker, 2001). The models
we will consider guarantee that this condition is met for a finite transformation f . 

2
The moment generating function of a random variable is defined as MX (h) = E eXh , where h is
a free variable.
3
These general assumptions also guarantee absorption in finite time.
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where E [ST ] is the average stopping position, i.e. E [ST ] = a Pr(ST = a) + b Pr(ST = b)
when the barriers are exactly reached. If E [X] = 0, then we evaluate the second
derivative of Equation 2.2 with respect to h and evaluate the second derivative at h = 0
to obtain E [T ] = E [ST2 ] /E [X 2 ]. Furthermore, we can also obtain the conditional and
marginal characteristic functions of the time to absorption, thus completely defining
their probability distributions, as outlined by Wald (1946).

2.3
2.3.1

Applications of Martingales in BiologicallyThemed Absorbing Random Walks
Moran Process

Readers unfamiliar with the Moran process, or birth-death processes, are advised to
consult Nowak (2006).
Let St be the size of the mutant population (i.e. the state of the invasion) at time
t, and let Xt be the change in the graph’s state on the tth time step. The probabilities
that the state increases, decreases, or remains the same on a time step, conditional on
the current state, are:
St−1
N − St−1
·
;
rSt−1 + N − St−1 N
N − St−1
rSt−1
·
;
Pr(Xt = 1 St−1 ) =
rSt−1 + N − St−1
N
Pr(Xt = 0 St−1 ) = 1 − Pr(Xt = −1 St−1 ) − Pr(Xt = 1 St−1 ).
Pr(Xt = −1 St−1 ) =

To use Equation 2.1 to obtain expressions for the absorption probabilities, we need to
show that E [f (Xt )|St−1 ] = 1 for an exponential function f , for all t:
E [f (Xt )|St−1 ] = Pr(Xt = −1|St−1 )f (−1) + Pr(Xt = 1|St−1 )f (1)
+ (1 − Pr(Xt = −1|St−1 ) − Pr(Xt = 1|St−1 ))f (0) = 1.
Inserting f (0) = 1 (since any exponential function evaluated at 0 is 1), the conditional
probability expressions, and simplifying:
f (−1) + rf (1) = 1 + r.
Let the exponential function f have the form f (X) = hX , with h as a free variable:
h−1 + rh = 1 + r.
(2.5)


Solving for h, we find that E hXt St−1 = 1 for h = 1/r or 1. The solution h = 1 is
trivial so we discard it. Since h = 1/r is constant, E r−Xt St−1 = 1 for all t.
We may now write down the absorption probabilities of the Moran process directly
from Equation 2.1. The Moran process absorbs when the mutant population goes
extinct (b = 0) or fixes (a = N ). Inserting f (X) = hX , b = 0, and a = N into
Equation 2.1 returns the well-known probability of fixation (Nowak, 2006):
pfix

r−S0 − 1
f (S0 ) − f (b)
= −N
.
= Pr(ST = a) =
f (a) − f (b)
r −1
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(2.6)

It is straightforward to show that if we choose the dying individual without replacement (i.e. the reproducing individual cannot also be the dying individual), we obtain
the same probability of fixation.

2.3.2

Moran Processes on Highly Symmetrical Graphs

The Star Graph
Evolutionary graph theory shows how selection can be amplified if we consider birthdeath processes on special lattices (Nowak, 2006; Lieberman et al., 2005). A simple
example of such a lattice is the star graph, shown in Figure 2.1. In the star graph, one
individual occupies the centre of the star, and V individuals occupy vertices surrounding the centre (Lieberman et al., 2005). The individual at the centre shares connections
with all individuals at the vertices, but individuals at the vertices are not connected
with each other.

Figure 2.1: The star graph investigates the invasion of mutants (black
circles) in an indigenous population (grey circles). On a time step, one
individual is chosen to reproduce and another to die. As in the Moran
process, mutants are chosen to reproduce with relative probability r
with respect to the indigenous. However, the individual chosen to be
replaced by the reproducing individual’s offspring is constrained as
indicated by the lines. In this figure, V = 10, Sc,t = 1 and Sv,t = 2.
We will represent the state of the graph at time step t by St = [Sc,t , Sv,t ] where Sc,t
is 0 or 1, depending on whether the centre is occupied by an indigenous or a mutant
respectively, and Sv,t is the number of vertices occupied by mutants (out of aPtotal of
V ). Xt = [Xc,t , Xv,t ] is the change in state at time step t, so that St = S0 + ti=1 Xi .
Also, for compact notation, let F be the total fitness of the graph; F = V − Sv,t +
rSv,t + 1 − Sc,t + rSc,t .
The probabilities that the graph will change state on a time step, conditional on
the current state, are:
1 − Sc,t−1 Sv,t−1
;
F
V
rSc,t−1 V − Sv,t−1
Pr(Xt = [0, 1]|St−1 ) =
;
F
V

Pr(Xt = [0, −1]|St−1 ) =

rSv,t−1
(1 − Sc,t−1 );
F
V − Sv,t−1
Pr(Xt = [−1, 0]|St−1 ) =
Sc,t−1 .
F

Pr(Xt = [1, 0]|St−1 ) =
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To use Equation 2.1 to obtain expressions for absorption probabilities, we need to
show that E [f (Xt )|St−1 ] = 1 for an exponential function f , for all t.
Let us divide all possible states into those with a mutant at the centre (Sc = 1)
and those with an indigenous at the centre (Sc = 0). If E [f (Xt )|Sc,t−1 = 0, Sv,t−1 ] = 1
and E [f (Xt )|Sc,t−1 = 1, Sv,t−1 ] = 1, then E [f (Xt )|St−1 ] = 1 as well. Since the vertices of the star can only change from indigenous to mutant if the centre is occupied by a mutant (and vice versa), the equations E [f (Xt )|Sc,t−1 = 0, Sv,t−1 ] = 1 and
E [f (Xt )|Sc,t−1 = 1, Sv,t−1 ] = 1 become:
Pr(Xt = [0, −1]|Sc,t−1 = 0, Sv,t−1 )f ([0, −1]) + Pr(Xt = [1, 0]|Sc,t−1 = 0, Sv,t−1 )f ([1, 0])
+ (1 − Pr(Xt = [0, −1]|Sc,t−1 = 0, Sv,t−1 ) − Pr(Xt = [1, 0]|Sc,t−1 = 0, Sv,t−1 ))f ([0, 0]) = 1;
Pr(Xt = [0, 1]|Sc,t−1 = 1, Sv,t−1 )f ([0, 1]) + Pr(Xt = [−1, 0]|Sc,t−1 = 1, Sv,t−1 )f ([−1, 0])
+ (1 − Pr(Xt = [0, 1]|Sc,t−1 = 1, Sv,t−1 ) − Pr(Xt = [−1, 0]|Sc,t−1 = 1, Sv,t−1 ))f ([0, 0]) = 1.
Inserting f ([0, 0]) = 1, the conditional probability expressions (evaluated at Sc,t−1 =
0 or 1 as specified), then simplifying, these equations become:
1
1
f ([0, −1]) + rf ([1, 0]) = + r;
V
V

r
r
f ([0, 1]) + f ([−1, 0]) = + 1.
V
V

c Xv
Let the exponential function f have the form f (X) = hX
c hv , with hc and hv as free
variables:
1 −1
1
r
r
hv + rhc = + r;
hv + h−1
+ 1.
c =
V
V
V
V
With two equations, we can solve for the two unknowns hc and hv :

hc = 1 or (rV + 1)/(rV + r2 );
hv = 1 or (V + r)/(V r2 + r).


c Xv
Obviously, E hX
c hv St−1 = 1if hc = hv = 1, so we discard these trivial solutions.
c Xv
Since hc and hv are constant, E hX
c hv St−1 = 1 for all t.
We may now write down the absorption probabilities of the star graph directly
from Equation 2.1. The star graph absorbs when the mutants go extinct (b = [0, 0])
c Xv
or occupy the centre and all vertices (a = [1, V ]). Inserting f (X) = hX
c hv , b = [0, 0],
a = [1, V ], and initial state S0 = [Sc,0 , Sv,0 ] into Equation 2.1 returns the fixation
probability:
S
S
hc c,0 hv v,0 − 1
.
(2.7)
pfix = Pr(ST = [1, V ]) =
hc hVv − 1
This result is the same as that reported by Broom and Rychtar (2008), but in
a simpler form, and generalised to allow for any initial state S0 . Also note that as
V → ∞, hc → 1 and hv → r−2 . If the starting state is a single mutant located at a
vertex, then S0 = [0, 1], and for large V :
pfix

1 − (r2 )−1
≈
,
1 − (r2 )−V

(2.8)

which is the same result as that reported by Lieberman et al. (2005). Figure 2.2 displays
plots of Equation 2.7 for several values of V as well as Equation 2.8.
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Figure 2.2: Upper plot: Comparing the Lieberman et al. (2005) approximation (Equation 2.8, dashed trace) with pfix for the star graph
(Equation 2.7, solid traces) for various values of V . In the lower
plots, the insets are magnifications of the neighbourhood of r ≈ 1 as
indicated by the dashed boxes. The insets show that Equation 2.8
approaches Equation 2.7 more slowly in the neighbourhood r ≈ 1
than it does at other values of r.
Broom and Rychtar (2008) similarly compared the exact fixation probability of
star graphs with that of the Moran process, and with the Lieberman et al. (2005)
approximation. However, it was not explicitly shown how sensitive the star graph’s
fixation probability is with respect to the initial state S0 .4 For example, consider
neutral drift in stars by taking the limit of Equation 2.7 as r → 1:
lim pfix =

r→1

Sc,0 + V Sv,0
.
V2+1

In a Moran process with the same number of individuals as a star graph with V vertices
(i.e. N = V + 1), the fixation probability of a neutral mutation is:
lim pfix Moran =

r→1

1
1
=
.
N
V +1

The reader can easily verify that if the star graph’s starting state is one neutral mutant
on the ring (S0 = [0, 1]), then that mutant is more likely to fix on the star graph than in
the equivalent Moran process, for all V > 1. However, if that neutral mutant occupies
the centre of the star graph (S0 = [1, 0]), then that mutant is less likely to fix on the
4

Though Broom and Rychtar did explicitly investigate the sensitivity of the fixation probability
with respect to the initial state for line graphs.
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star graph than in the equivalent Moran process. We will return to this point in the
next section.
Complete Bipartite Graphs
Complete bipartite graphs are graphs comprising two groups of individuals, call those
groups A and B. All individuals in group A are connected with all individuals in group
B. However, individuals are not connected with other individuals in their group.
Figure 2.3 is an example of a complete bipartite graph. It depicts a star graph with
any number C of individuals in the centre, surrounded by V individuals at the vertices.
Every individual in the centre shares a connection with every individual at the vertices,
but not to others in the centre. Individuals at the vertices are not connected to each
other.

Figure 2.3: This generalised star graph is an example of a complete
bipartite graph, where individuals are divided into two groups. All
individuals in one group share connections with all individuals in
the other group, but not with other individuals in the same group
as themselves. Here, C individuals occupy the centre of the star,
each sharing connections with V individuals at the vertices. The
individuals in the centre are not connected to any others in the centre.
Mutants are the black circles and indigenous are the grey circles. In
this figure, V = 5, C = 8, Sc,t = 2, and Sv,t = 1.
Let St = [Sc,t , Sv,t ] and Xt = [Xc,t , Xv,t ] be defined as they were in Section 32.3.2,
except that Sc,t is now defined on the integers from 0 through C. Again, let F be the
total fitness of the graph; F = V − Sv,t + rSv,t + C − Sc,t + rSc,t . The probabilities that
the graph will change state on a time step, conditional on the current state, are:
rSv,t−1 C − Sc,t−1
C − Sc,t−1 Sv,t−1
; Pr(Xt = [1, 0]|St−1 ) =
;
F
V
F
C
rSc,t−1 V − Sv,t−1
V − Sv,t−1 Sc,t−1
Pr(Xt = [0, 1]|St−1 ) =
; Pr(Xt = [−1, 0]|St−1 ) =
.
F
V
F
C
Pr(Xt = [0, −1]|St−1 ) =
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To use Equation 2.1 to obtain expressions for absorption probabilities, we need to
show that E [f (Xt )|St−1 ] = 1 for an exponential function f , for all t.
Let us divide all possible states into those with no mutants in the centre (Sc = 0),
no indigenous in the centre (Sc = C), and both mutants and indigenous in the centre
(0 < Sc < C). If E [f (Xt )|Sc,t−1 = 0, Sv,t−1 ] = 1, E [f (Xt )|Sc,t−1 = C, Sv,t−1 ] = 1 and
E [f (Xt )|0 < Sc,t−1 < C, Sv,t−1 ] = 1, then E [f (Xt )|St−1 ] = 1 as well.
The equations E [f (Xt )|Sc,t−1 = 0, Sv,t−1 ] = 1 and E [f (Xt )|Sc,t−1 = C, Sv,t−1 ] = 1
may be written as:
Pr(Xt = [0, −1]|Sc,t−1 = 0, Sv,t−1 )f ([0, −1]) + Pr(Xt = [1, 0]|Sc,t−1 = 0, Sv,t−1 )f ([1, 0])
+ (1 − Pr(Xt = [0, −1]|Sc,t−1 = 0, Sv,t−1 ) − Pr(Xt = [1, 0]|Sc,t−1 = 0, Sv,t−1 ))f ([0, 0]) = 1;
Pr(Xt = [0, 1]|Sc,t−1 = C, Sv,t−1 )f ([0, 1]) + Pr(Xt = [−1, 0]|Sc,t−1 = C, Sv,t−1 )f ([−1, 0])
+ (1 − Pr(Xt = [0, 1]|Sc,t−1 = C, Sv,t−1 ) − Pr(Xt = [−1, 0]|Sc,t−1 = C, Sv,t−1 ))f ([0, 0]) = 1.
Inserting f ([0, 0]) = 1, the conditional probability expressions (evaluated at Sc,t−1 =
0 or C as specified), then simplifying, these equations become:
1
r
1
r
f (0, −1) + f (1, 0) = + ;
V
C
V
C

r
1
r
1
f (0, 1) + f (−1, 0) = + .
V
C
V
C

c Xv
Let the exponential function f have the form f (X) = hX
c hv , with hc and hv as free
variables:
1 −1 r
1
r
r
1
r
1
hv + hc = + ,
hv + h−1
+ .
(2.9)
c =
V
C
V
C
V
C
V
C
With two equations, we can solve for the two unknowns hc and hv :

hc = 1 or (C + V r)/(Cr2 + V r),

hv = 1 or (V + Cr)/(V r2 + Cr).

Again, we discard the trivial solutions hc = hv = 1.
The third conditional expectation E [f (Xt )|0 < Sc,t−1 < C, Sv,t−1 ] must also equal
1 when we use the nontrivial expressions for hc and hv . Evaluating this conditional
expectation, inserting the conditional probabilities, setting it equal to 1, and simplifying
gives us:
1 −1 r
r
1
1
r
r
1
hv + hc + hv + h−1
+ + + .
c =
V
C
V
C
V
C V
C

(2.10)

Adding Equations 2.9 together, we see that Equation 2.10 is true. Since hc and hv are
constant, E [f (Xt )|St−1 ] = 1 for all t, and we may write down absorption probabilities
directly from Equation 2.1.
The graph absorbs when the mutants go extinct (b = [0, 0]) or occupy all centres
c Xv
and vertices (a = [C, V ]). Inserting f (X) = hX
c hv , b = [0, 0], a = [C, V ], and the
initial state S0 = [Sc,0 , Sv,0 ] into Equation 2.1:
S

pfix

S

hc c,0 hv v,0 − 1
.
= Pr(ST = [C, V ]) =
V
hC
c hv − 1
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This is the same result as that reported by Voorhees and Murray (2013), but in a
much simpler form.
Figure 2.4 shows three plots of pfix as a function of V for three different initial states
S0 = [0, 1] or [1, 1] or [1, 0], each with three different values of C. We see that pfix is
extremely sensitive to the initial state S0 ; in fact, comparing the C = 1 traces, we see
that the star graph (see Section 32.3.2) can only amplify selection with respect to the
Moran process if Sv,0 > 0. For the more general complete bipartite graph, selection is
amplified when the mutant appears in the larger partition and suppressed when the
mutant appears in the smaller partition. Notice also that, when C = V , pfix = pfix Moran
as demanded by the isothermal theorem (Lieberman et al., 2005).
Sc0 = 0, Sv0 = 1
0.75

Sc0 = 1, Sv0 = 0

Sc0 = 1, Sv0 = 1

C=1

0.75

C = 500

0.75

C = 1, 500, 1000

C = 1000

pfix

0.5
0.5
C = 1000
C = 500

C=1

0
0
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0
0

1000

0
0

1000

V

Figure 2.4: Complete bipartite graphs have a fixation probability pfix
that is very sensitive to the initial state S0 . pfix is displayed as a
function of V for S0 = [0, 1] (left plot) S0 = [1, 1] (centre plot),
or S0 = [1, 0] (right plot), for three different values of C. r = 2
for all plots. The thin dashed line is pfix for the equivalent Moran
process (r = 2) in the limit of large N and with an initial number of
mutants S0 = Sc0 +Sv0 . This dashed line cannot be seen in the middle
graph because it is beneath the solid lines that are plotted. The trace
labelled C = 1 corresponds to the original star graph. Taken together,
these plots show that pfix is extremely sensitive to the initial state S0 .
In fact, comparing the C = 1 traces in the three plots, we see that
the star graph can only amplify selection if the initial state contains
at least one mutant in the vertices and none in the centre.

2.3.3

The Fixation of Evolutionary Innovations in an Idealised
Ecosystem

Finally, we turn our attention from toy models of selection in populations to more
advanced models. Figure 2.5 illustrates a simulation model of an idealised ecosystem.
Foraging organisms inhabit a grid of ‘patches’, where each patch is either empty or
contains one unit of food. The foragers move to a new patch on every time step and, if
that patch contains a unit of food, they consume it. The forager receives an energetic
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benefit α energy/food-unit for consuming food, but expends energy at a fixed rate of β
energy/time step. Foragers reproduce by binary fission upon achieving energy Vrep or
die upon falling to energy Vdie . Without loss of generality, we set Vdie = 0. We assume
that a forager achieving energy Vrep will split into two identical offspring, each with
energy V0 = Vrep /2.

Figure 2.5: A NetLogo model of an idealised bitrophic ecosystem.
To run simulations of this ecosystem in most standard web browsers,
visit the link presented in the text, then click ‘setup’ and ‘go’. Various parameter value sliders are available for adjustment. There is no
spatial structure in this ecosystem; we are not concerned with the foragers’ random walk in their spatial environment, but rather with their
random walk in energy space. Foragers (white bugs) run about their
world, consuming food units and paying a metabolic cost. Foragers
reproduce or starve based on their performance. After populations
stabilise, we introduce a mutant (white arrow) that has a slightly different digestion efficiency (αM ) than the indigenous population (αI ).
We will use martingales to calculate interesting statistics about this
biological absorbing random walk, including the fixation (or invasion)
probability of the mutant.
If a patch has a unit of food and it is consumed by a forager, then the patch
becomes empty. Empty patches have their food units replenished after each time step
with some fixed probability. If there are n empty patches after some time step, and
the probability of an empty patch having its food unit replaced is p, then the number
of food units replenished k is binomially-distributed: k ∼ Binom(n, p).
The forager and food unit populations will eventually settle at a stable equilibrium.
An overpopulation of foragers will reduce the food density and foragers will starve,
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but lower food density also means that there are more empty patches for the food to
replenish itself, preventing a population crash. This claim can be shown formally with
a stability analysis, (see e.g. Thieme, 2003).
This ecosystem has effectively no spatial structure; the spatial location of foragers
is uniformly distributed at any given time. We will not be concerned with the foragers’
random walk in their spatial environment, but rather their random walk in energy
space.
After a burn-in period to allow the ecosystem to achieve equilibrium population size,
a single mutant forager is introduced. The introduced mutant has a small physical
advantage over its indigenous competitors; in this version of the model the mutant
receives a slightly higher (typically 1% or less) energetic benefit from each unit of food
it consumes. However, as we will show, small physical advantages do not necessarily
imply small selective advantages, so we are not restricting our analysis to the limit of
‘weak selection.’ Eventually, either the mutant clade or the indigenous clade will go
extinct.
The problem is to calculate the fixation probability for the mutant type (i.e. calculate the probability that the indigenous clade will go extinct), and to analyse the
dependence of that fixation probability on the parameters of the model. We do this
by reducing our simulation to a simpler stochastic model, which can be solved using
martingales. Of course, we could also solve this problem in principle by repeatedly
running the simulation, but this approach would be computationally intensive as it
would require an exhaustive search of parameter space.
NetLogo (Wilensky, 1999) simulations of this ecosystem can be run with most
modern web browsers at the NetLogo website.5 More detailed information about the
model is also available at this website.
Reproductive Success of Individual Foragers
We want to know the probability prep that an individual forager will eventually reproduce, i.e. the probability that the forager will reach an energy level of Vrep before
falling to an energy level of 0. Since the forager and food unit populations achieve
stable equilibrium sizes, foragers accumulate an i.i.d. amount of energy per time step.
Thus, we can use Wald’s identity to obtain the reproducing and dying probabilities of
individual foragers as well as the (conditional and marginal) distributions of the time
to absorption.
If the food density is ρ (ρ = the number of food units / the total number of
patches), then the forager’s consumption while visiting a single patch can be modelled
by a Bernoulli distribution with parameter ρ. If we consider time intervals long enough
for the forager to visit n patches, then the number of food units consumed is distributed
as yt ∼ Binom(n, ρ). If n is sufficiently large and ρ is not close to 0 or 1, then the yt
are approximately
P normally distributed as yt ∼ N (nρ, nρ(1 − ρ)).
Let ST = Tt=0 Vt , where Vt is the amount of energy that the forager accumulates
on a time step, and T is the stopping time (i.e. at time T the forager’s energy level has
5

http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/models/community/moranforagers
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either reached Vrep or fallen to 0). The Vt are i.i.d., with general form:
Vt = αyt − nβ.
As we showed in Section 2.2, Equation 2.1 gives prep if the exponential function f is
f (Vt ) = eVt h0 , where h0 is the unique nonzero value that makes MVt (h0 ) = 1. To find
prep , we only need to find h0 . The moment generating function for Vt is:
1
MVt (h) = Myt (αh)M1 (−nβh) = exp(αhnρ + nρ(1 − ρ)α2 h2 ) exp(−nβh).
2
Inserting h = h0 :

1
(αρ − β)h0 + ρ(1 − ρ)α2 h20 = 0.
2
Solving for the nonzero value of h0 :
h0 = −

2(αρ − β)
2E [Vt ]
=−
.
2
α ρ(1 − ρ)
E [Vt2 ]

To use Equation 2.1 to obtain prep , the absorbing barriers must be exactly reached
and not exceeded. Foragers are capable of exceeding either absorbing barrier. However,
as Wald (1944) outlines, Equation 2.1 is an excellent approximation if Var [Vt ] and E [Vt ]
are small compared to the distance between the barriers.6 Inserting S0 = Vrep /2, b = 0,
a = Vrep , and h0 into Equation 2.1 gives us:
prep = Pr(ST = Vrep ) =

1
.
1 + exp(Vrep h0 /2)

Setting θ = −Vrep h0 /2 we get:
prep =

1
= P (θ).
1 + exp(−θ)

(2.11)

where P is the logistic function, which has a long history of use in theoretical ecology
(see e.g. Thieme, 2003).
Using Equation 2.4, the expected lifetime for the forager is:

Vrep (prep − 1/2)


if E [Vt ] 6= 0

n(αρ − β)
E [T ] =
2
Vrep


if E [Vt ] = 0.

4nρ(1 − ρ)
We can now consider a mutant forager, which extracts an energetic reward αM
J/food-unit from a patch of food.7 The mutant appears in an indigenous population
characterised by energetic reward αI J/food-unit, which is in equilibrium with a food
density of ρ = β/αI (where E [Vt ] = 0 for indigenous foragers). Figure 2.6 shows how
6

In cases where the overshoot of the barriers is not negligible, upper bounds for the overshoot can
be obtained (see Lorden, 1970).
7
If we wish to investigate the performance of mutants with a different metabolic cost βM , or a
M
different distance between the barriers Vrep
, the analysis is directly analogous to the following.
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prep changes with αM , given Vrep = 500, β = 0.7, and the indigenous foragers’ digestion
efficiency αI = 1 (flatter trace) or 5 (more curved trace). Very small changes in a
forager’s digestion efficiency can translate to large advantages or disadvantages, depending on parameter values. If αI = 1, then a mutant that can increase its digestion
efficiency by just 0.3% (from 1 to 1.003 J/food-unit) will increase its probability of
reproducing from 50% to nearly 100%. If αI = 5, a mutant that increases its digestion efficiency by 0.3% (from 5 to 5.015 J/food-unit) will increase its probability of
reproducing from 50% to just 59%. Foragers display different sensitivities to changes
in their parameter values in different regions of parameter space. In some regions a
small physical advantage does not imply weak selection.
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Figure 2.6: The probability of a mutant ultimately reproducing as
a function of its digestion efficiency αM . Here, β = 0.7 (J/time),
Vrep = 500 (J), and αI = 1 or 5. The square marks the performance
of foragers that energetically break even on average. Small physical
advantages (a 0.3% improvement in digestion efficiency) can provide
foragers with a large selective advantage (the probability of eventually
reproducing), but only in certain regions of parameter space.

Evolutionary Success of Forager Clades
We now calculate the fixation probability pfix for a mutant forager (denoted M ), i.e. the
probability that a single mutant forager with a slightly different digestion efficiency (αM
J/food-unit) than its indigenous competitors (denoted I, αI J/food-unit), will drive
the indigenous population to extinction.
When αM ≈ αI , the total (mutant + indigenous) forager population N will remain
approximately constant throughout an invasion. Since N is approximately constant,
we can approximate the bitrophic ecosystem (see Figure 2.5) as a Moran process.
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The Moran process is a birth-death process; each change in the population structure
involves one individual reproducing (R) and one individual dying (D). We can describe
our simulated ecosystem as a birth-death process as illustrated in Figure 2.7. During
the simulation, mutant and indigenous foragers reproduce and die. Define a birthdeath event to be the instant when a birth-death pair [R, D], composed of one forager
from each clade (i.e. [R, D] = either [M, I] or [I, M]), is completed, as illustrated in
Figure 2.7. The approximately constant population size ensures that the number of
births and deaths will be approximately equal, so the birth and death components of
the [R, D] pairs will occur reasonably close together in time.
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Figure 2.7: A graphical interpretation of the idealised bitrophic
ecosystem as a Moran process. Mutants (M) and indigenous (I) either
reproduce (R) or die (D) in time. The subscripts indicate to which
pairing each individual entry belongs. The completion of an [R, D]
pair that is composed of both clades marks the end of a time step
as illustrated by t1 , t2 , and t3 . [R, D] pairs that are composed of
one clade are discarded, as illustrated by the [I, I] pair that is struck
through, because such pairs are inconsequential to absorption probabilities. The approximately-constant food unit density demands the
number of births and deaths be approximately equal, so the components of [R, D] pairs will occur reasonably close together in time.
The valid pairs created in this example are listed at the bottom in
chronological order.
In the original Moran process, r was constant by definition, so we were able to
obtain pfix with Equation 2.1. Here we must show that r is independent of the forager
clade population sizes in the simulated ecosystem. As in the Moran process, r is the
ratio of the probabilities of the mutant population size increasing and decreasing:
r=

Pr(R = M |St ) Pr(D = I|St )
Pr(R = M, D = I|St )
≈
,
Pr(R = I, D = M |St )
Pr(R = I|St ) Pr(D = M |St )

since R and D are approximately conditionally independent, conditional on the current
state. We may consider each of these probabilities as a ratio of reproduction or death
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rates q:

r≈

qrM
qrM + qrI

!

qrI
qrI + qrM

!

qdI
qdI + qdM
qdM
qdM + qdI

!
!=

qrM · qdI
,
qrI · qdM

(2.12)

where qrM is the rate that mutants reproduce, qrI is the rate that indigenous reproduce,
qdM is the rate that mutants die, and qdI is the rate that indigenous die:
qrM
qdM

St · pM
rep
=
,
E[TM |R]
St · (1 − pM
rep )
=
,
E[TM |D]

(N − St ) · pIrep
=
,
E[TI |R]
(N − St ) · (1 − pIrep )
qdI =
.
E[TI |D]
qrI

Here, St is the mutant population size, pM
rep is the probability that an individual mutant
will reproduce (Equation 2.11), and E[TM |R] is the conditional expected time for an
individual mutant to reproduce. The other terms are defined analogously.
r is virtually independent of St , although not obviously so. Nearly every term in our
expression for r depends on St . For example, consider an invading mutant with a better
digestion efficiency than the indigenous foragers. At the beginning of an invasion, when
I
St = 1, pM
rep > 1/2 and prep ≈ 1/2. At the end of an invasion, when St = N − 1, the
I
mutants have driven the food density down such that pM
rep ≈ 1/2 and prep < 1/2 (see
the lower-left subplot of Figure 2.8). In general, any quantity that depends on ρ will
depend on St because ρ depends on St . However, r remains virtually constant as St
changes (see the lower-right subplot of Figure 2.8).
The symmetry of MVt (h) and the symmetry of the absorbing barriers means that,
for individual foragers, the conditional expected absorption times for reproduction and
death are equal (see the top subplot in Figure 2.8).8 In other words, E[TM |R] =
E[TM |D] and E[TI |R] = E[TI |D], so that Equation 2.12 simplifies to:
I
pM
rep (1 − prep )
r= I
.
prep (1 − pM
rep )

The lower right subplot of Figure 2.8 shows that r is virtually independent of St .
Thus, we can simplify Equation 2.12 further by evaluating it at the state St = 1, when
pIrep ≈ 1/2 and the food density is ρ∗I = β/αI :
pM
rep
r=
1 − pM
rep

= exp(θ)|ρ=ρ∗ .
I

(2.13)

ρ=ρ∗I

Finally, we substitute Equation 2.13 and S0 = 1 into Equation 2.6 to find pfix :

−1
1 − exp(θ)|ρ=ρ∗
I
pfix =
(2.14)
−N .

1 − exp(θ)|ρ=ρ∗
I

8

We can show this formally using the procedure in Wald (1944) to obtain the conditional characteristic functions of the time to absorption, then calculating conditional expected times.
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Figure 2.8: r is virtually independent of forager clade population sizes
in the bitrophic ecosystem. Upper plot: Conditional (triangles) and
marginal (lines) expected times to absorption for mutant (solid line
and filled triangles) and indigenous (dashed line and empty triangles)
foragers as a function of mutant population size St . E[T |D] = E[T |R],
for both mutants and indigenous, for all St ; all the triangles perfectly
overlap. When an invasion begins, it takes the indigenous slightly
longer to reach absorption (3 · 105 time steps) than the mutants (2.8 ·
105 time steps), but when an invasion is nearly complete, it takes the
mutants longer to absorb. Lower left: prep as a function of St . As the
population size of advantaged mutants grows, food density ρ is driven
down, so both mutants and indigenous are less likely to reproduce as
an invasion progresses. Lower right: r is approximately constant for
all St . The y-axis shows that the slope of the line is negligible. For
all plots, αM = 1.0005, αI = 1 (J/food-unit), β = 0.7 (J/time),
Vrep = 500 (J), and N = 80.
Figure 2.9 is a plot of pfix as a function of αM /αI , given constants αI , β, Vrep , and
N . The squares in Figure 2.9 are results from the NetLogo simulations of a mutant
forager invading an idealised bitrophic ecosystem (Figure 2.5). We used parameter
values αI = 1 and αI = 5 for the two traces, with β = 0.7, Vrep = 500, and N ≈ 80 (for
αI = 1) or N ≈ 1200 foragers (for αI = 5). We only ran the ecosystem until absorption
10 times for each value of αM , as the ecosystem can be computationally intensive despite
the simplicity of its code. Tiny physical advantages in a mutant forager’s efficiency can
lead to an impressive probability that it will achieve fixation and become the common
ancestor of a population, but only in certain regions of parameter space.
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Figure 2.9: The probability of a mutant forager ultimately invading an indigenous population as a function of the mutant’s digestion
efficiency αM . Here, αI = 1 (J/food-unit, solid trace) or 5 (dashed
trace), β = 0.7 (J/time), and Vrep = 500 (J). For the αI = 1 trace, the
total population N ≈ 80, and for the αI = 5 trace, N ≈ 1200, though
pfix is remarkably invariant on N , especially as N gets large (see Section 2.3.4). The squares are the results of NetLogo simulations of the
idealised bitrophic ecosystem. The triangles mark the Wilson confidence intervals (Reiczigel, 2003) about the simulation data points.
The fixation probability can be extremely sensitive to changes in certain parameters, but only in certain regions of parameter space.

2.3.4

Sensitivity Analysis

Figures 2.6 and 2.9 show that the evolutionary sensitivity to small physical changes
varies according to where in parameter space the prevailing type lies. We can quantify
the steepness of the tipping point by calculating the slope of pfix as a function of the
physical advantage φ = αM /αI . As can be seen in Figure 2.9, evaluating dpfix /dφ at
φ = 1 provides a representative value:
∂pfix dr ∂pfix dN
dpfix
=
+
.
dφ
∂r dφ
∂N dφ
fix
Since ∂p
≈ 0 for any reasonable value of N , and since φ = 1 implies that θ = 0,
∂N
prep = 1/2, and r = 1:

  
∂pfix
dr
1
dpfix
≈ ,
≈
dθ θ=0
∂r r=1 dθ θ=0 2

and so:

dpfix
dφ

≈
φ=1

1 ∂θ
·
2 ∂φ
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=
φ=1

Vrep
.
2(α − β)

Note that we need α > β, otherwise the foragers will be unable to accumulate
surplus energy for reproduction. The sensitivity of pfix with respect to parameters will
be high when α − β is small, i.e. when α is close to β. The sensitivity also increases
linearly with Vrep ; the larger the distance between absorbing states, the less influence
individual chance events will have in determining where absorption occurs.
If the difference between α and β is small, then the foragers require a high food
density to survive and reproduce. The foragers will be eating a large volume of low
value food. Variance in consumption will be low relative to expected consumption, and
so any advantage will be realised. If the difference is larger, then foragers need to find
a smaller volume of highly valuable food, and chance plays a greater role. In this case
variance in consumption is high relative to expected consumption, and a forager with
an advantageous mutation may not realise that advantage. Thus, the acceptance rate
for advantageous mutations will be higher in a more predictable environment.

2.4

Discussion: The Advantages of Martingales

We have reviewed the use martingales to calculate absorption probabilities in biologicallythemed random walks. Martingales yield tractable analytic expressions for the global
statistics of random walks such as absorption (or fixation) probabilities and the time
to absorption. These expressions make parameter dependence explicit, so a sensitivity analysis of an absorbing random walk’s global statistics becomes a simple calculus
problem. We can often obtain the expressions of these global statistics within a few
lines of mathematics, even if the random walk is multi-dimensional (such as the star
graph). Undergraduate probability theory is the only prerequisite to apply martingale
theory to absorbing random walks of interest. These attributes of martingales make
them an attractive method to study the absorbing random walks of theoretical biology.
Martingales are rarely utilised in the study of biologically-themed absorbing random
walks. Transition matrix-based Markov chain methods and diffusion approximations
are more commonly employed. However, when martingales are applicable, they have
clear advantages over these competing approaches. Diffusion approximations yield
tractable, parameter-dependent expressions for the global statistics of random walks,
but they require simplifying assumptions such as large population sizes and weak selection. Transition-based Markov chain methods are very general and exact approaches
for studying absorbing random walks, but the expressions they yield for global statistics
are expressed as functions of matrices that conceal parameter dependence. Martingales,
on the other hand, allow us to calculate tractable and parameter-dependent expressions for global statistics after a few lines of mathematics. They require no simplifying
assumptions; we only need to find and exploit a symmetry in the steps of the random
walk we wish to study. In this chapter, we have shown that many random walks in theoretical biology have a particular type of symmetry in their steps, and thus martingale
theory is applicable to them.
The star graph provides a recent example that illustrates the advantages of martingales over other approaches to study evolutionary graphs, such as Markov chain
methods and diffusion approximations (see Section 2.3.2). The star graph was introduced by Lieberman et al. (2005) and their result for the fixation probability on star
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graphs, Equation 2.8, was obtained by taking a limit of a large number of vertices. The
exact result for the fixation probability of mutants on star graphs with any number of
vertices was subsequently reported by Broom and Rychtar (2008), who used a Markov
chain (or, similarly, a state transition-based) approach to study fixation on star graphs.
The resultant expression for the fixation probability is equivalent to, but more complex than, our Equation 2.7. Also, our expression is more general in that it explicitly
allows for any starting state, and we showed that the amplifying effect of star graphs is
very sensitive to that starting state. Furthermore, we can generalise the result to star
graphs with any number of individuals at the centre (i.e. complete bipartite graphs).
While Markov chain techniques or diffusion approximations are widely applicable to
evolutionary graphs, martingales have clear advantages over these approaches when a
graph possesses suitable symmetry.
Another possible approach to studying absorbing random walks is by exhaustive
simulation. Simulation and search methods are constrained only by the time it takes
to carry out the necessary computations. In principle it must be possible to simulate
a well-defined model, so in that sense simulation is a general solution to problems
of this kind. However, even in an age of rapidly advancing computing technology,
it is important to continue to develop and apply analytical methods and models for
three reasons. First, in practice, computation time remains a serious constraint on
simulation-based approaches, even for seemingly simple models such as the idealised
bitrophic ecosystem we presented in Figure 2.5 and Section 2.3.3. Second, an analytic
model allows us to generalise our results beyond the specific parameter values of our
simulations. Third, one way of checking the correctness of simulation code is to verify
its consistency with analysable cases. Figure 2.9 illustrates this strategy.
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Chapter 3
Ecological Constraints on Neurone
Evolution
Chapter Abstract
Neurones are highly conserved across the animal kingdom, indicating that
their current function has hardly changed over half a billion years. Identifying the selection pressures that drove animals to evolve neurones could help
us interpret their design and function today. This chapter provides a quantitative argument, based on ecology, that animals evolved neurones after
they started eating each other. We consider neurones as devices that aid an
animal’s foraging performance, but incur an energetic cost. We introduce
an idealised ecosystem of animals and their food, and obtain an analytic
expression for the probability that an animal with a neurone will fix in a
neurone-less population. Analysis of the fixation probability reveals two key
results. First, an animal with a neurone will never fix if it forages low-value
food at high density, even if that neurone incurs no cost. Second, an animal
with a neurone will fix with high probability if it forages high-value food at
low density, even if that neurone is expensive. These observations indicate
that the transition from neurone-less to neurone-armed animals can be facilitated by a transition from filter-feeding or substrate grazing to episodic
feeding strategies such as animal-on-animal predation.

3.1

Introduction

Nervous systems are complex networks containing large numbers of highly specialised
cells, which are difficult to analyse and model. However, nervous systems evolved from
simpler precursors, in relatively simple ancestors with relatively simple behaviours.
There is strong evidence that the basic functional characteristics and mechanisms of
nervous systems have been conserved since the first neurones evolved. Studying our
ancestors and the ecosystems in which neurones first evolved may provide important
clues about how to understand neurones as computing elements in complex modern
nervous systems.
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All nervous systems are remarkably conserved at the developmental and cellular
levels. Molecular genetics has shown that all bilaterian nervous systems are developed
by conserved genes that are expressed in conserved spatial patterns (Arendt et al.,
2008; Ghysen, 2003; Gomez-Skarmeta et al., 2003; Lowe et al., 2003; Denes et al.,
2007; Hirth, 2010). The neurones of millions of species, from dozens of phyla that
are quite disparate in other respects, use similar protein channels to create similar
action potentials and communicate with other neurones using similar neurotransmitters
(Tompkins-MacDonald et al., 2009; Sakarya et al., 2007; Renard et al., 2009; Liebeskind
et al., 2011; Galliot and Quiquand, 2011). Ancient animals discovered that specific
spatial distributions of interconnected spiking cells addressed some pressing task that
they faced. Given the high degree of conservation of nervous systems, it is tempting to
ask if extant nervous systems are still solving the same fundamental task in essentially
the same way.
To determine that fundamental task, and how nervous systems solve it so well, it
might be helpful to identify the selection pressures that drove nervous systems into
existence. Fossils and molecular genetics provide evidence about the ancestry of animals with nervous systems, including estimates of when nervous systems appeared and
the ecological circumstances in which they did. Unfortunately, fossil and molecular
evidence tell different stories of nervous system origin.
The fossil record points compellingly to a link between the evolutionary appearance
of nervous systems and the advent of animal-on-animal predation (macrophagy). The
earliest direct evidence of macrophagy is dated to 550 MYa (Hua et al., 2003; Bengtson
and Zhao, 1992). Before this time, animals were soft-bodied and morphologically very
simple (Xiao et al., 2000; Droser et al., 2006; Fedonkin, 1997). Animal movement was
also very simple as evidenced by their traces (Jensen et al., 2005; Jensen, 2003; Droser
et al., 2006). There is no body fossil or trace fossil evidence to support the existence of
nervous systems. Soon after the advent of macrophagy, animals experienced profound
morphological and behavioural innovations. Animals evolved weaponry and armour
such as skeletons, teeth, claws, spines, shells, and drills. There is no direct body
fossil evidence of sensory structures until 525 MYa, when the well-developed eyes of
various arthropods appear in the fossil record (Clarkson et al., 2006; Paterson et al.,
2011; Zhang and Shu, 2007). However, animal behaviour evidently began to increase
in complexity around 550 MYa. Trace fossils reveal that animals could burrow into
the sediment, form vertical structures and cross-cutting tunnels, and alternate between
crawling on the substrate and burrowing under it (Chen et al., 2013; Jensen et al., 2000;
Narbonne, 2005). Though it is difficult to extrapolate nervous system complexity from
trace fossils (Jensen, 2003), these are the types of behaviours one might associate
with a rudimentary nervous system. Such trace fossil evidence suggests that nervous
systems, like teeth, claws, spines, shells, and drills, were another animal innovation
that appeared at this time.
Molecular studies suggest that nervous systems evolved much earlier. Bilaterian
nervous systems are conserved to such a high degree that they almost certainly evolved
before bilaterians split (Hirth, 2010). Molecular clock studies estimate that bilaterians
split between 670 and 570 MYa (Peterson et al., 2004, 2005; Aris-Brosou and Yang,
2003; Erwin et al., 2011). These dates place the origin of the nervous system tens
of millions of years before not only the advent of macrophagy, but before the first
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concrete fossil evidence that animals could move (Jensen, 2003; Seilacher et al., 2005;
Budd and Jensen, 2000; Liu et al., 2010). Furthermore, nervous systems in bilaterians
and cnidarians share a degree of genetic conservation (Matus et al., 2006; Watanabe
et al., 2009; Jacobs et al., 2007; Galliot et al., 2009; Galliot and Quiquand, 2011). It
is unclear whether this conservation is evidence that the cnidarian-bilaterian ancestor
also possessed a nervous system (Galliot et al., 2009; Moroz, 2009). If the ancestor
of cnidarians and bilaterians possessed a nervous system, then according to molecular
clock studies, nervous systems appeared around 700 MYa (Peterson et al., 2008; Erwin
et al., 2011). There is very little fossil evidence supporting the existence of animals,
let alone nervous systems, so far back in time.
Ecological considerations support the fossil record’s interpretation. Neurones are
highly-specialised and energetically-expensive cells (Laughlin, 2001; Laughlin et al.,
1998; Crotty et al., 2006; Niven, 2005; Niven and Laughlin, 2008; Niven et al., 2007).
Many examples of nervous system reduction have been interpreted as a consequence
of the energetic expense of neural tissue. Some ascidian (Cloney, 1982) and anthozoan
(Ball et al., 2004) larvae disassemble their nervous system after their metamorphosis
into sessile adults. There are many examples of cave-dwelling species that have lost
their eyes and much of their visual processing centres (Niven and Laughlin, 2008).
These observations suggest that nervous systems must provide some substantial ecological benefit to compensate for the energy and resources that they consume.
Before the advent of macrophagy, animals fed by passive filter-feeding or by grazing on the sediment (Narbonne, 2005; Laflamme and Narbonne, 2008; Bottjer and
Clapham, 2006; Seilacher, 1999). Extant sponges and Trichoplax, which do not develop neurones at any stage of their life cycles, show that animals do not require
neurones to fulfil these tasks. They also show that animals do not require neurones
to respond to environmental cues (Renard et al., 2009; Leys and Meech, 2006; Elliott
and Leys, 2007) or follow gradients (Leys et al., 2002; Maldonado et al., 2003; Rivera
et al., 2012; Ettinger-Epstein et al., 2008; Maldonado, 2006; Wahab et al., 2011). Why
would pre-Cambrian animals evolve energetically-expensive neurones when there was
no ecological need for them to do so?
When macrophagy became a viable feeding strategy, it introduced strong selection
pressures on animals to react to threats and opportunities in a precisely timed way. In
predator-prey interactions, there are costs associated with reacting too quickly or with
too little evidence, and severe penalties for procrastinating (Stewart et al., 2013; Chittka et al., 2009; Zylberberg and DeWeese, 2011; Broom and Ruxton, 2005). Animals
today employ large sensor arrays and complex neural networks to make timely decisions in predator-prey interactions. These complex modern systems must have evolved
from much simpler antecedents. The simplest conceivable functioning precursor of such
a system is a device that produces signals conditional on world states, in particular
the proximity of other animals. In this chapter we will investigate the consequences
of introducing such devices, which we call “neurones”, into ecosystems with trophic
structures like those of the late pre-Cambrian.
To do so, we will introduce an idealised, discrete-time ecosystem consisting of a
population of animals and their food. We are interested in the probability that a
mutant animal with a neurone will fix in a neurone-less population. The neurone
provides the mutant information about the proximity of food and improves its foraging
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performance, but also incurs an energetic cost. We will show that if animals forage
low-value food at high density (i.e. if animals are filter-feeders or substrate grazers),
then it is extremely unlikely for an animal with such a neurone to fix, even if it incurs
no cost. We will also show that if animals forage high-value food at low density (i.e. if
animals are predators hunting prey), then an animal with a very expensive and poorquality neurone can fix with high probability. Our analysis shows that, in some trophic
systems, neurones are forbidden even if they are free, while in others, they are necessary
even if they are expensive. The difference is the presence of rare and valuable prey.

3.2
3.2.1

Results
Problem Statement

Figure 3.1 illustrates the model that we consider in this chapter. A Netlogo (Wilensky, 1999) implementation of this model is available at http://ccl.northwestern.
edu/netlogo/models/community/ecologicalconstraints. More detailed information about the model is also available at this website.
Animals (large circles) inhabit seawater with uniformly-distributed food items (small
circles). Animals have an opportunity to consume food items in close proximity, but
they must perform some action to do so. We will call this action a ‘strike,’ although this
action could be very slow by modern standards, such as the movements of neurone-less
Trichoplax and sponges. We consider a sequence of discrete time steps, in each of which
a predator can either strike or do nothing. When the animal strikes, all food items
located within its ‘strike zone’ are consumed (see Figure 3.1). The animal receives an
energetic benefit b for each food item consumed, but expends energy a for each strike,
and expends an activity-independent basal metabolic cost m on every time step.
Let Z be the random number of food items in an animal’s ‘strike zone’ on a time
step, and let Z be independent and identically distributed. Food items are uniformlydistributed in our model. Without loss of generality, let the area of the strike zone
be 1 so that Z ∼ Poisson(ρ), where ρ is the expected number of food items per unit
area (the food item density). Let A be a random variable corresponding to whether an
animal strikes (A = 1) or not (A = 0) on a time step.
The amount of energy Vt that an animal receives on a time step is:
Vt = (bZ − a)A − m.
The model could represent an animal grazing on microbial mats (e.g. putative preCambrian animals such as Kimberella, Yorgia, or Dickensonia), in which case the animals would move about the environment and the food items would remain stationary.
Alternatively, it could represent a filter-feeder, like a sponge, in which case the animals
would remain stationary and the food items drift. The model could also represent a
predator-prey interaction, where both the animals and the food items (prey) move. As
long as animals receive an independent and identically-distributed quantity of food on
every time step, the following analysis holds.
Animals in the model reproduce by binary fission upon achieving energy Vrep , or
die upon falling to energy Vdie . Without loss of generality, we set Vdie = 0. Animals
achieving energy Vrep split into two identical offspring, each with energy V0 = Vrep /2.
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Figure 3.1: A Netlogo screenshot of the idealised ecosystem we consider in this chapter. Animals (large circles) and food items (small
circles) inhabit seawater. On a time step, animals may attempt to
consume food (i.e. strike) and, if they do so, all food items located
within the animal’s ‘strike zone’ (dashed circles) are consumed. The
‘strike zones’ of two animals are pictured; the upper left one contains
no food items (Z = 0), and the lower right one contains one food item
(Z = 1). Animals acquire energy by consuming food and expend both
a fixed metabolic cost and a cost for striking, and they reproduce or
die based on their performance. There are two species of animal in
our model: idiots (grey circles) and deciders (black circles). Deciders
have a neurone that spikes depending on the proximity of food items,
and the output of that neurone dictates whether it strikes or not. Idiots, on the other hand, strike independently of the proximity of food
items. The problem is to calculate the fixation probability pfix for the
decider clade, and to analyse the dependence of pfix on the model’s
parameters.

New food items are introduced to the model after each time-step. The number of
food items introduced per time step F is binomially distributed as
F ∼ Binom(cap - pop, rate), where ‘cap’ is the maximum number of food items allowed, ‘pop’ is the current population size of food items, and ‘rate’ is the probability
that each one of the (cap - pop) trials are replenished with a food item. This food item
introduction rule forces the animal and food item populations to eventually settle at a
stable equilibrium; an overpopulation of animals will reduce the food item population
and therefore reduce the animal population, but a lower food item population means
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more space for the food items to replenish, preventing a population crash.1 This claim
can be shown formally with a stability analysis (Thieme, 2003). The stability of animal and food item population sizes is desirable because it simplifies our mathematical
analysis of the ecosystem.
There are two species of animal in our model: idiots and deciders (grey circles and
black circles in Figure 3.1). The only difference between the two species is that deciders
have a device, which we call a neurone, that triggers depending on the level of some
sensory cue(s) generated by food items. The sensory cue is stronger when food items
are closer, or when more food items are nearby, so the neurone acts as a food item
proximity detector. On a time step, the neurone either spikes or remains silent, and
the decider correspondingly strikes or sits. Idiots, on the other hand, are equally likely
to strike independent of the level of any signal associated with food items.
For idiots, the expected energetic return per time step is:
E [Vt ] = (bρ − a) Pr(A = 1) − m.
The optimal striking strategy for idiots is easy to determine: if their expected energetic
return per time step E [Vt ] > −m, then they should always strike; otherwise, they
should never strike because they would starve more slowly. Idiots that never strike
cannot feed and will go extinct, so we will not consider idiots that employ this striking
strategy. We assume that, over evolutionary time, idiots have adopted their optimal
feeding strategy of striking all the time.
At the start of a simulation, all animals are idiots. The idiots drive the average
food item density ρ down to the equilibrium point ρ = (a + m)/b, where the expected
energetic return for the idiots is E [Vt ] = 0. After a burn-in period to allow the ecosystem to achieve equilibrium population sizes, a single decider is introduced. Eventually,
one of the two species will go extinct.
The problem is to calculate the fixation probability pfix for the decider clade, and
to analyse the dependence of pfix on the parameters of the model.

3.2.2

The Fixation of Spiking Neurones in an Idealised Ecosystem

In this section we present an analytical expression for the fixation probability pfix of a
single decider introduced to a population of idiots. For the details of this derivation,
see Chapter 2.
Let Vt be the (random) amount of energy that a decider obtains on a timestep. If
E [Vt ] ≈ 0, and if animals begin life with energy Vrep /2, then we can obtain a tractable
expression for pfix :
1 − (1 − prep )/prep
,
pfix =
1 − ((1 − prep )/prep )N
1

Other food reproduction rules yield stable equilibrium population sizes; for example, if we replenish
a constant number K of new food items after every time step. We could use this food replenishing
rule if we want to consider ecosystems where food replenishes independently of its consumption. The
following analysis and results still hold.
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where N is the total (decider + idiot) population, and prep is the probability that the
introduced decider, starting with energy Vrep /2 and at food item density ρ = (a+m)/b,
will eventually reproduce:
eVrep h0 /2 − 1
,
prep = Vrep h0
e
−1
and h0 is:
 
h0 ≈ −2E [Vt ] /E Vt2 .
(3.1)
Finally, we need to find E [Vt ] and E [Vt2 ]. Let Pr(A = 1|Z) be the probability
that the decider strikes given Z; it is these conditional probabilities that determine the
quality of the decider’s neurone. The amount of energy that the decider accumulates
on a time step is discretely distributed as:

−m
with probability Pr(A = 0)





−a − m
Pr(A = 1|Z = 0) Pr(Z = 0)


b−a−m
Pr(A = 1|Z = 1) Pr(Z = 1)
Vt =


2b − a − m
Pr(A = 1|Z = 2) Pr(Z = 2)





..
.
For compact notation, let Pr(Z = i) ≡ zi and let Pr(A = 1|Z = i) ≡ pi :
∞
X
E [Vt ] =
(ib − a)pi zi − m;

∞
 2 X
E Vt =
(ib − a − m)2 pi zi + m2 Pr(A = 0),

i=0

i=0

and pfix is known as a function of the decider’s neurone parameters (the pi ’s) and
the ecological parameters (b, a, m, Vrep , and N ) of the model. The zi are given by
Z ∼ Poisson(ρ), where ρ = (a + m)/b.
For the details of this derivation, see Chapter 2. Again, this approximation for pfix
is only accurate when E [Vt ] ≈ 0, when Var [Vt ] << Vrep ,2 and when animals begin
life with energy Vrep /2. The assumption that E [Vt ] ≈ 0 restricts the mathematical
generality of our analysis, but it is consistent with the common view of evolution as an
accumulation of neutral or slightly-advantageous mutations.
If a neurone provides no advantage or disadvantage, then E [Vt ] = 0, limh0 →0 prep =
1/2, and limprep →1/2 pfix = 1/N . That is, the probability of the decider fixating is the
same as that of any idiot.

3.2.3

Where in Parameter Space are Neurones Likely to Fix?

To reduce the number of parameters p1 , p2 , p3 , . . . , let the neurone spike with probability
p+ if the decider would consume enough food to compensate its cost of striking (that
is, if Z ≥ a/b), and let the neurone spike with probability p− otherwise (if Z < a/b).
For example, if b = 1 and a = 2, then p0 = p1 = p− and p2 = p3 = · · · = p+ .
Figure 3.2 contains contour plots pfix as a function of b and a for a variety of fixed
ratios a/m and for different neurone parameters p+ and p− . It illustrates four main
results.
2

This condition restricts overshoot of the absorbing barriers, as outlined by Wald (1944).
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Figure 3.2: Contour plots of decider fixation probability, collectively
establishing when deciders are likely to fix in parameter space. Black
and white regions indicate regions where pfix is 1 and 0, respectively. Deciders are more likely to fix when a/m is large (left column), and when a is small with respect to b (or, equivalently, when
ρ = (a + m)/b is small). These results are robust with respect to neurone parameters p+ and p− . As the deciders strike less often (i.e. as
p+ and p− decrease), the region of parameter space that yields a high
fixation probability shrinks. Notice that, when p+ < 1, a decider’s
fixation probability can be less than 1/N ; in fact, it is nearly 0 over
most of parameter space. In all plots, Vrep = 500, N = 10, and the
contours are plotted in 1% intervals. Also, in all plots, E [Vt ] ≈ 0 and
Var [Vt ] < Vrep /10, so our approximation of pfix is accurate as outlined
by Wald (1944).

First, deciders are more likely to fix when a is high with respect to m. Intuitively,
this observation makes sense: if striking becomes expensive, then it becomes worthwhile
to invest in a device that indicates when striking is likely to be rewarded. Conversely,
if striking is cheap, then the decider would pay approximately the same cost if it strikes
as it would if it did not, and information about whether to strike or not is less valuable.
Second, deciders are more likely to fix when a is small with respect to b, or when
ρ = (a + m)/b is small. This result is robust with respect to different values of a/m and
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neurone parameter values p+ and p− . Again, this observation makes sense: information
about the proximity of food is more valuable when food is rare.
Third, as p+ and p− decrease, the region of parameter space that yields high fixation
probability shrinks. This is because, when a decider does not strike, it is guaranteed
to lose energy. However, when p+ > p− , a decider receives an expected positive return
for striking. Thus, like the idiots, deciders would do better to strike more often.
Fourth, when p+ < 1, pfix can fall below 1/N , or, equivalently, E [Vt ] < 0. Thus,
it is possible that a neurone can handicap the foraging performance of a decider with
respect to idiots, even if that neurone incurs no energetic cost, and even if that neurone
is more likely to spike when the decider will receive an energetic benefit (i.e. p+ > p− ).
This is because, as p+ decreases, the neurone can fail to provoke a strike when it
would have received an energetic benefit from doing so. The penalty of suffering such
‘false negatives’ can outweigh the energy saved by not striking when no food items are
present, even when p+ > p− .

3.2.4

A Rudimentary Information-Energy Trade-Off

To this point, we have not accounted for the energetic cost of operating neurones. In
reality, neurones are energetically expensive to operate. In this section, we will see
that it is possible for deciders with energetically expensive neurones to fix with a high
probability, and we will establish the conditions necessary for this to occur.
Excitatory vs. Inhibitory Neurones
There are two ways for a spiking neurone to transmit information in our model. A
spiking neurone may either spike when food items are present and not spike when food
items are absent, or it may not spike when food items are present and spike when food
items are absent. We call the former type of neurone ‘excitatory’ (food items in the
strike zone excite the neurone) and the latter type ‘inhibitory’ (food items in the strike
zone inhibit the neurone from spiking).
From an information-theoretic point of view, excitatory and inhibitory neurones
transmit equivalent amounts of mutual information, given that they operate at the same
food item density, and given that they both yield the same conditional probabilities of
striking given Z. From an energetic point of view, however, excitatory and inhibitory
neurones are not equivalent. In fact, it is easy to show when one is more efficient than
the other.
Let s be the energetic cost associated with each spike. Let pej and pij be the probability that an excitatory and inhibitory neurone, respectively, spikes given Z = j.
The condition for the excitatory and inhibitory neurones to yield the same conditional
probabilities of striking given Z is pej = 1 − pij .
Equating the expected energetic returns of a decider with an excitatory neurone to
a decider with an inhibitory neurone:
−m +

∞
X

(jb − a −

s)pej zj

∞
X


= −m +
(jb − a)(1 − pij )zj − spij zj .

j=0

j=0
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Inserting pej = 1 − pij and simplifying:
∞
X

pej zj = Pr(excitatory neurone spikes) = 1/2.

j=0

This result quantifies an effect that, in hindsight, seems trivial: if an excitatory neurone would have to fire more often to transmit the same amount of information as
an inhibitory neurone would, then other things being equal, the inhibitory neurone
would be cheaper. However, as we will see in the next section, this ‘trivial’ result has
implications for neurone evolution.
The Fixation of Energetically Costly Neurones
In this section we extend the model described in Section 3.2.1 by including the energetic
cost of each spike s.
The amount of energy that a decider with an inhibitory neurone accumulates on a
time step is discretely distributed as:

−s − m
with probability Pr(A = 0)





−a − m
Pr(A = 1|Z = 0) Pr(Z = 0)


i
b−a−m
Pr(A = 1|Z = 1) Pr(Z = 1)
Vt =

 2b − a − m
Pr(A = 1|Z = 2) Pr(Z = 2)





..
.
The amount of energy that a decider with an excitatory neurone accumulates on a time
step is discretely distributed as:

−m
with probability Pr(A = 0)





−a − s − m
Pr(A = 1|Z = 0) Pr(Z = 0)


b−a−s−m
Pr(A = 1|Z = 1) Pr(Z = 1)
Vte =


2b − a − s − m
Pr(A = 1|Z = 2) Pr(Z = 2)





..
.
We may now follow the procedure outlined in Section 3.2.2 to obtain pfix as a function
of the parameters of the model.
To reduce the number of dimensions in parameter space, let p+ and p− be the
probabilities of the neurone spiking given Z ≥ a/b or Z < a/b (see Section 3.2.3).
Excitatory neurones spike when the decider strikes, so p+ = Pr(A = 1|z ≥ a/b) and
p− = Pr(A = 1|z < a/b). Conversely, inhibitory neurones spike when the decider does
not strike, so p+ = Pr(A = 0|z < a/b) and p− = Pr(A = 0|z ≥ a/b).
Figure 3.3 contains four graphs of pfix as a function of p+ and p− for excitatory
(dotted traces) and inhibitory (solid traces) neurones. The thick traces are the line
pfix = 1/N (or, equivalently, E [Vt ] = 0), and the thin traces are the line pfix = 90%.
Each of the four graphs depict results for four different regions of parameter space.
Figure 3.3 illustrates three important results.
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Figure 3.3: Contour plots of pfix = 1/N (thick lines) and pfix = 90%
(thin lines) for excitatory (dotted lines) and inhibitory (solid lines)
neurones as a function of p+ and p− . Left traces show low a/m and
right traces high a/m. Top traces show low ρ, bottom traces high
ρ. Neurones with parameter values p+ and p− that are above and
left of the thick and thin lines fix with probability of at least 1/N
and 90%, respectively. Deciders with poor-quality neurones (neurones with p+ ≈ p− ) can fix with high probability if a/m is high and
ρ is low (upper-right plot), regardless of whether they are excitatory
or inhibitory. The thick and thin traces are closer together in the upper plots, meaning that deciders with a slightly advantageous neurone
will fix with a high probability at low ρ. When the decider almost
always strikes (i.e. near the point [1,1]), inhibitory neurones outperform excitatory neurones, and vice versa when the decider hardly ever
strikes. Therefore, a transition from idiots (which always strike, see
Section 3.2.1) to deciders that almost always strike requires a neurone
of lower quality if that neurone is inhibitory.

First, regardless of whether a neurone is excitatory or inhibitory, and regardless of
the introduction of a new parameter s, the results from section 3.2.3 still hold: deciders
with neurones that barely improve foraging performance (p+ ≈ p− ) can fix with high
probability, but only when a/m is large and ρ is small.
Second, the lines pfix = 90% and pfix = 1/N are closer together at lower ρ. Thus,
pfix is steeper at low ρ, so a decider with a neurone that is slightly advantageous will
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fix with a high probability.
Third, the line pfix = 1/N passes through the point
[Pr(A = 1|z ≥ a/b), Pr(A = 1|z < a/b)] = [1, 1]
for inhibitory neurones, and not for excitatory neurones, in all four graphs. A transition
from idiots that always strike to deciders that almost always strike can only occur if
the decider’s neurone is inhibitory.

3.2.5

The Fixation of Idealised Sensors

In this section we consider an explicit model of signals produced by food items and an
explicit model of how a sensory neurone responds to those signals. These models are
not intended to be realistic, but simply to show that, given explicit models of signals
and sensory neurones, we can obtain the fixation probability of a decider as a function
of those models’ parameters.
Let rk be the random distance between a decider’s sensor and the k th closest food
item. Assume that food items emit electric fields that are similar to those produced
by an electric dipole, as marine animals do (Paulin, 2005). Neglecting the orientation
of the dipole for mathematical simplicity, food items produce signals σk that fall as
distance cubed:
σk = 1/rk3 .
Let the sensor spike with an intensity I proportional to the additive strengths of the
signals from the food items. The proportionality constant g is the gain of the sensor,
and let n be the spontaneous firing rate:
I(r) = g

∞
X

σk + n,

k=1

where r = [r1 , r2 , . . . ]. The sensor acts as a food item proximity detector; if food
items are close to the sensor, then it experiences strong signals and spikes with a high
intensity. The expected number of spikes λ that the sensor produces in time ∆t is:
λ(r) = I(r)∆t.
If the sensor spikes at least once in ∆t, the decider strikes:
Pr(A = 1|r) = 1 − e−λ(r) .
The Appendix shows that, if the decider almost always strikes (i.e. if Pr(A = 1) ≈ 1),
then we can obtain accurate closed-form approximations for Pr(A = 1|Z) given this
spiking model. We can then obtain pfix as a function of the sensor parameters (the
gain g and noise n of the sensor, see the Appendix), as well as the energetic parameters
b, a, s, and m as outlined in Section 3.2.2.
In Section 3.2.4, we showed that inhibitory neurones are a more energetically efficient alternative to transmit the same amount of information when the probability of
an excitatory neurone spiking on a time step exceeds 1/2. The Appendix shows that
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we can obtain accurate closed-form approximations for Pr(A = 1|Z) if Pr(A = 1) ≈ 1.
Thus, a decider with an inhibitory sensor should be more likely to fix than a decider
with an excitatory sensor, given that the two sensors yield the same Pr(A = 1|Z).
Figure 3.4 verifies this prediction. Deciders with inhibitory sensors with low g and
high n can fix with high probability, whether s is high or low. Deciders with excitatory
sensors with low g and high n, conversely, cannot fix with high probability when s
is large, regardless of the values of the other parameters. Notice that when s is low,
excitatory and inhibitory sensors are nearly equivalent. Furthermore, the results stated
in Section 3.2.3 still hold: deciders with sensors with low g and high n fix with higher
probability when a/m is high and when ρ is low.
The squares in Figure 3.4 represent results of Netlogo (Wilensky, 1999) simulations
of a decider with an idealised sensor attempting to fix in a population of idiots. Triangles represent the 95% Wilson confidence intervals (Reiczigel, 2003) of those data
points. The relevant traces of pfix pass through all the confidence intervals of the data
points, verifying the agreement between simulation and theory. NetLogo simulations
of this ecosystem can be run with most modern web browsers at the NetLogo website.3 More detailed information about the model, including the simulation code, is
also available at this website.

3.3

Discussion

The conservation of nervous systems throughout the animal kingdom indicates that
their core design and function features were established very early in their evolutionary history. Identifying the selection pressures that drove animals to evolve nervous
systems could give us context to understand how they function in their complex modern form. To this end, we proposed a model ecosystem of animals and their food,
and to that ecosystem we introduced an animal equipped with a device that produces
signals conditional on the quantity of food available, but also incurs an energetic cost.
Such a device is functionally equivalent to extant sensory neurones, which spike with
a probability conditional on world states. We obtained an analytic expression for the
probability that the animal equipped with such a “neurone” (a “decider”) would fix in
a neurone-less population (of “idiots”). We then plotted that fixation probability in
different regions of parameter space to establish the conditions under which deciders
are likely to fix.

3.3.1

Predation and the Origin of Neurones

When animals consume low-value food at high density, a decider is unlikely to fix, even
if its neurone incurs no energetic cost. This result is robust to changes in parameter
values. When animals consume high-value food at low density, and when the cost of
attempting to consume food is high with respect to the cost of doing nothing, a decider
can fix with high probability, even if its neurone is energetically expensive.
Throughout almost all of the pre-Cambrian, animals were either suspension feeders
(e.g. sponges, which still exist) or grazers (e.g. Trichoplax, which still exists, or now3

http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/models/community/ecologicalconstraints
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Figure 3.4: Plots of pfix as a function of g/n for inhibitory (left) and
excitatory (right) sensors in four regions of parameter space: large
a/m ratios (solid lines), small a/m ratios (dashed lines), high s (thick
lines), and low s (thin lines). The squares represent the results of 50
Netlogo simulations and the triangles are the 95 % Wilson confidence
intervals (Reiczigel, 2003) of those simulations. Deciders with expensive excitatory sensors with low g and high n are never likely to fix.
Deciders with expensive inhibitory sensors with low g and high n can
fix with high probability, particularly when a/m is high and when ρ
is low. The reader may run their own simulations and compare their
results with the traces in this figure. The parameter values used to
create these traces are: b = 1, Vrep = 100, n = 3, m = .022 or m = .22
(for low or high ρ plots, respectively), a = 5 · m or 10 · m (for low
or high a/m, respectively), and s = m/100 or m, (for low or high s,
respectively).

extinct Dickensonia or Kimberella (Bottjer and Clapham, 2006; Seilacher, 1999; Xiao
and Laflamme, 2008)). Our results imply that deciders cannot fix in such ecosystems
because those animals consumed high volumes of low-value food. At the end of the
pre-Cambrian, other animals started eating those filter-feeders and mat grazers, and
by definition transitioned to consuming high-value food at lower density (macrophagy).
Our results show that deciders can fix in such ecosystems with high probability.
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Deciders are particularly likely to fix when they not only consume rare and valuable food (i.e. prey), but also when their attempts to consume food are expensive.
Intuitively, the advent of macrophagy must have introduced selection pressures that
made prey capture expensive for predators. While the first predator-prey interactions
may have transpired very slowly, macrophagy pressures animals to move increasingly
quickly; prey must have been pressured to flee from predators, and predators must
have been pressured to strike at prey. Although deciders only fix with high probability
in a specific region of parameter space, the advent of macrophagy and its resultant
selection pressures would have driven ecosystems into that region. In this sense, after
animals started eating each other, the subsequent evolution of neurones was inevitable.
Our analysis shows that the advent of macrophagy permitted animals to evolve
devices that generate signals, conditional on the proximity of other animals. While
we called those devices “neurones,” extant neurones are not the only cell type that
could perform this function. Sponges have several cell types that have been described
as “proto-neural” sensory cells and seem to be capable of paracrine signalling (Nickel,
2010; Rivera et al., 2012; Maldonado et al., 2003; Richards et al., 2008; Maldonado,
2004; Jacobs et al., 2007). It is possible that the advent of macrophagy initially facilitated the evolution of such paracrine-signalling “proto-neurones,” and not a cell type
that we would recognise as a neurone. However, over evolutionary time, macrophagy
must have pressured animals to detect and react to predators and prey with increasing temporal precision. Paracrine signals are not temporally precise; such signals are
created by cells leaking chemicals in their immediate vicinity. Neurones, on the other
hand, produce brief, precisely-timed pulses, and can also direct those pulses to specific locations to facilitate a well-coordinated response. Therefore, if animals originally
evolved paracrine-signalling cells in response to macrophagy, they would have been
pressured to abandon or modify them in favour of cells that more closely resemble
extant neurones.
It is reasonable to think that macrophagy can also facilitate the evolution of predatorproximity-detecting devices in prey. In fact, one might expect that the costs of making
bad decisions are rather higher for prey than for predators. The ‘life-dinner principle’
(Dawkins and Krebs, 1979) states that, for predators, failing to strike at prey when
they are nearby costs the predator a meal, whereas for prey, failing to flee from a predator when it is nearby could cost the prey its life. Unfortunately, we have not found a
tractable analytic expression for the fixation probability of a prey with a predator proximity detector. Nonetheless, we expect that, after animals started eating each other,
prey would have experienced a greater selection pressure than predators to evolve such
devices after the advent of macrophagy.
Our model shows that the transmission of information about the proximity of potential prey and predators could have been the functional demand that afforded the
evolution of the first neurones. In this task, the costs and benefits around making decisions under time pressure are huge compared to any other activity that pre-Cambrian
animals might perform. This interpretation is consistent with fossil evidence indicating
that neurones and predation appeared at about the same time, 550 MYa (Chen et al.,
2013; Jensen et al., 2000; Narbonne, 2005; Clarkson et al., 2006; Paterson et al., 2011;
Zhang and Shu, 2007; Hua et al., 2003; Bengtson and Zhao, 1992).
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3.3.2

Ramifications for Nervous System Phylogeny

Our analysis indicates that animals evolved neurones 550 MYa, after they started eating
each other. If this is true, then it is likely that nervous systems are polyphyletic (i.e.
they evolved more than once in independent lineages). Molecular clock studies and
the fossil record indicate that cnidarians, ctenophores, and bilaterians, each of which
possess nervous systems today, had already split by 550 MYa (Fedonkin, 1997; Tang
et al., 2011; Bengtson and Zhao, 1992; Chen et al., 2002; Erwin et al., 2011; Peterson
et al., 2008). If these lineages independently evolved nervous systems, then we might
expect those nervous systems to be highly disparate. Indeed, the nervous systems of
cnidarians, ctenophores, and bilaterians exhibit profound genetic, developmental, and
design discrepancies, but they also reflect a degree of genetic conservation (Nakanishi
et al., 2012; Galliot and Quiquand, 2011; Watanabe et al., 2009; Galliot et al., 2009;
Jacobs et al., 2007; Lindgens et al., 2004; Hayakawa et al., 2004; Matus et al., 2006;
Marlow et al., 2009). There is no consensus on how to interpret this molecular evidence;
some cite the conservation to argue for nervous system monophyly (Galliot et al., 2009),
while others cite the discrepancies to argue for nervous system polyphyly (Moroz,
2009). The appeal of the monophyly hypothesis is parsimony; the nervous systems of
cnidarians, ctenophores, and bilaterians are genetically similar because the ancestor of
those lineages had a nervous system and passed it to its descendants. If nervous systems
are polyphyletic, as our results indicate, there must be an alternative explanation for
this conservation.
Sponges do not develop neurones, but they do have much of the core molecular
toolkit required to develop nervous systems (Renard et al., 2009; Galliot and Quiquand,
2011). They also have several “proto-neural” cell types that specialise in sensory capabilities (Nickel, 2010; Rivera et al., 2012; Maldonado et al., 2003; Richards et al.,
2008; Maldonado, 2004; Jacobs et al., 2007). Cnidarians, ctenophores, and bilaterians
inherited most or all of this toolkit and proto-neurones from their sponge or sponge-like
ancestor. Before 550 MYa, cnidarians, ctenophores, and bilaterians used similar versions of that toolkit in analogous ways to develop and distribute their proto-neurones.
The similarities of the nervous systems of cnidarians, ctenophores, and bilaterians can
be explained if each of these groups independently responded to the introduction of
predation by co-opting their shared inherited proneural genes to generate neurones.
This scenario explains both the genetic conservation and the discrepancies of these
lineages’ nervous systems.
The nervous systems of bilaterians are so highly conserved that there is a strong case
that nervous systems evolved only once in this lineage (Arendt et al., 2008; Lowe et al.,
2003; Denes et al., 2007; Gomez-Skarmeta et al., 2003; Ghysen, 2003; Holland, 2003;
Hirth, 2010). Current molecular clock estimates place the divergence of bilaterians
into protostomes and deuterostomes between 670-570 MYa (Peterson et al., 2004, 2005;
Aris-Brosou and Yang, 2003; Erwin et al., 2011). If bilaterians evolved nervous systems
once, then these molecular clock results place the origin of nervous systems at least
tens of millions of years before the advent of macrophagy, 550 MYa. However, there are
three reasons to question this branching time. First, molecular clocks are notoriously
inconsistent; even recent results on when bilaterians split vary by 100 million years.
Second, those results are not congruent with the fossil record. There is no body fossil or
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trace fossil evidence to support the existence of bilaterians before 560 MYa (Xiao et al.,
2000; Droser et al., 2006; Xiao and Laflamme, 2008; Jensen, 2003; Seilacher et al., 2005;
Budd and Jensen, 2000; Liu et al., 2010). Third, if we assume that bilaterians evolved
nervous systems before they split, and if we assume that bilaterians split around 600
MYa, then the first bilaterian traces we observe at 560 MYa are inconsistent with traces
we would expect to see from organisms that had been evolving nervous systems for tens
of millions of years (Jensen et al., 2005; Jensen, 2003; Droser et al., 2006; Xiao and
Laflamme, 2008; Liu et al., 2010). This evidence suggests that these molecular clock
estimates for the splitting time of bilaterians are too old.

3.3.3

Dismissing Alternative Drivers of Nervous System Evolution

In modern animals, neurones are involved in a variety of behaviours other than predator prey interactions. It is superficially plausible that neurones could have evolved
in relation to some task other than predation or predator avoidance. However, the
behaviours necessary in pre-Cambrian ecosystems lacking predators can be performed
effectively without neurones.
Neurones are not necessary for animals to sense or respond to environmental cues.
Sponges and placozoans are capable of detecting, reacting, and moving in response to
a variety of stimuli, including mechanical, electrical, chemical, light, temperature, and
sediment concentration cues (Renard et al., 2009; Leys and Meech, 2006; Elliott and
Leys, 2007). Sponge larvae respond to a variety of cues (Woollacott, 1993; EttingerEpstein et al., 2008; Rivera et al., 2012; Leys et al., 2002; Maldonado, 2006; Wahab
et al., 2011), most notably light intensity (i.e. phototaxis) (Leys et al., 2002; Maldonado
et al., 2003; Rivera et al., 2012) and substrate conditions when they prepare to settle
(Ettinger-Epstein et al., 2008; Maldonado, 2006; Wahab et al., 2011).
Neurones are not necessary for animals to coordinate movement on large spatial
scales. Many adult sponges can contract their bodies, and local contractions occur
constantly over a sponge’s surface such that a time-lapse video shows sponges wiggling
(Leys and Meech, 2006; Nickel, 2010). Slow action potentials propagating at 0.25
cm/sec have been recorded in a sponge (Leys et al., 1999) in response to tactile stimuli
or particles in the incoming water.
Neurones are also not necessary for organisms to identify and locate signal sources,
nor for moving in an adaptive way in relation to them. Unicellular organisms can
approach nutrient sources and avoid toxins (Berg, 1975). Plants can perform similar
feats, not only by directed growth but by changing their architecture and phenotype
in response to nutrient, light and chemical gradients (Trewavas, 2005). While it is
true that nervous systems allow animals to identify goals and generate goal-directed
movements, if we account for their energetic expense, then it becomes clear that they
could not have evolved solely for the goal-directed behaviour that they facilitate.
Using these gradient-following mechanisms, it is possible for animals to orient and
move towards prey. Thus, predation is possible in ecosystems lacking animals with
neurones. Our analysis suggests that the converse is not possible; predators and prey
must exist for neurones to be viable. This analysis is evidence against the “light
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switch” hypothesis, according to which the evolution of sensory systems (specifically
colour spatial vision) led to the onset of predation at the base of the Cambrian (Parker,
1998).

Appendix
This Appendix shows how to calculate the pi of a neurone that spikes according to the
model introduced in Section 3.2.5.
To briefly review the model, let rk be the random distance between a decider’s
sensor and the k th closest food item. Assume that food items produce signals σk that
fall as distance cubed:
σk = 1/rk3 .
Let the sensor spike with an intensity I proportional to the additive strengths of the
signals from the food items. The proportionality constant g is the gain of the sensor,
and let n be the spontaneous firing rate:
I(r) = g

∞
X

σk + n.

k=1

The expected number of spikes λ that the sensor produces in time ∆t is:
λ(r) = I(r)∆t.
If the sensor spikes at least once in ∆t, the decider strikes:
Pr(A = 1|r) = 1 − e−λ(r) .
With this model of Pr(A = 1|r), we can calculate the probability that the decider
strikes, given the random number of food items in the zone Z and given that no food
items exist inside the decider D = 0:4
Z ∞
Pr(A = 1|Z, D = 0) =
Pr(A = 1, r|Z, D = 0)dr
Z0 ∞
Pr(A = 1|r) Pr(r|Z, D = 0)dr
=
0

= E[Pr(A = 1|r)|Z, D = 0] = E[1 − e−λ(r) |Z, D = 0].
If the decider almost always strikes (i.e. if Pr(A = 1) ≈ 1), then 1 − e−λ(r) is almost
linear and Jensen’s inequality becomes an accurate approximation:
E[1 − e−λ(r) |Z, D = 0] ≈ 1 − exp (−E[λ(r)|Z, D = 0]) .
Inserting our expression for λ:
E[1 − e−λ(r) |Z, D = 0] ≈ 1 − exp −g∆t

∞
X

!
E[σk |Z, D = 0] − n∆t .

k=0
4

If we disallow food items to be located inside the decider, then we get rid of infinitely strong
signals at r = 0 and the integrals converge.
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The conditional expectation inside the sum may be written as:
Z ∞
E[σk |Z, D = 0] =
σk Pr(rk |Z, D = 0)drk
0
Z ∞
Pr(Z, D = 0|rk ) Pr(rk )
σk
drk
=
Pr(Z, D = 0)
0
Z ∞
Pr(Z|rk , D = 0) Pr(D = 0|rk ) Pr(rk )
σk
=
drk .
Pr(Z) Pr(D = 0)
0
All of these probability density functions above are known. Let ρ be p
the food item
density, let the area of the decider be 1 (they are circular withp
radius 1/π) and let
the area of the ‘strike zone’ be 1 (it is also circular with radius 2/π, see Figure 3.1).
Then:
Pr(D = 0) = e−ρ ,

Pr(rk ) = 2(πρ)k rk2k−1 exp −πρrk2 /(k − 1)!,
(
p
rk ≤ 1/π
0,
p
Pr(D = 0|rk ) =
Binom(0; k − 1, 1/πrk2 ),
rk > 1/π,
(
Poisson(2ρ − ρπrk2 ),
Z≥k
Pr(Z|rk , D = 0) =
2
Binom(Z; k − 1, 1/(πrk − 1)),
Z < k.
Pr(Z) = Poisson(ρ),

Pr(A = 1|Z, D = 0) may now be numerically evaluated.
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Chapter 4
Bayesian Inference from Single
Spikes
Chapter Abstract
Fossil, molecular, and ecological evidence indicate that the advent of animalon-animal predation facilitated the evolution of neurones. This evidence
indicates that neurone-like devices provided utility to the earliest predators
and prey. They may have done so by spiking when some state of the world
became critical, thus allowing animals to make precisely-timed decisions the
instant that a world state demanded a reaction. Once animals had devices
that spiked conditional on world states, it became possible in principle for
them to make inferences about the world from those spikes. We use models of idealised, pre-Cambrian predator-prey interactions to show that it is
possible to infer relevant states of the world given each individual spiking
output of a sensory neurone. In this framework, spikes are naturally interpreted as measurements of world states, and trains of spikes or populations
of spikes do not ‘code’ anything. Furthermore, we show that if sensory
neurones encode messages in their spikes, for example using firing rate or
inter-spike interval codes, we cannot infer more information about the world
than we can from the spikes themselves. The sensory processing strategy
we outline in this chapter is consistent with psychophysical evidence and
animal reaction times. Extant nervous systems may implement this sensory
processing strategy by functioning as a particle filter.

4.1

Introduction - The Utility of the First Neurones

Fossil, molecular, and ecological evidence indicate that animals evolved nervous systems soon after they started eating each other (see Chapters 1 and 3). Extant neurones are highly conserved across the animal kingdom (Galliot et al., 2009; Watanabe
et al., 2009; Anderson, 2004; Grimmelikhuijzen and Westfall, 1995), indicating that
their core function features were established very early in their evolutionary history.
Presumably, ancient animals found that devices resembling extant neurones provided
utility in predator-prey interactions.
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When animals started eating each other, their survival depended on their ability to
detect and react to the proximity of other animals in a precisely-timed manner (Chittka
et al., 2009; Zylberberg and DeWeese, 2011; Broom and Ruxton, 2005). Zebrafish
provide a modern example of this principle. When an adult zebrafish approaches a
larvae, that larvae maximises its probability of escaping when it initiates a fleeing
response in a window of time lasting only 60 ms, when the adult is about 4 mm away
(Stewart et al., 2013). If the larvae flees too soon, the adult can adjust its trajectory
and capture it later, and if it waits too long, it may be eaten before it attempts to
flee. The timing of decisions is crucial in predator-prey interactions; decisions must be
made the instant that some state of the world (e.g. the proximity of another animal)
demands it.
Neurones in our ancient ancestors could have facilitated timely decision-making in
accordance with critical world states by functioning as threshold detectors. Imagine
a late pre-Cambrian predator that is moving toward a prey. The prey has a neurone
whose membrane potential depends on the strength of the oncoming predator’s signal.
If the prey can initiate some defensive strategy, e.g. fleeing, when the predator is some
particular distance D away, it maximises its chances of not being eaten. If the neurone
has its membrane potential exceed its threshold when the distance reduces to D, then
the neurone produces a spike at precisely the right time. The spike prompts the prey
to initiate its defensive strategy at the time that it has the highest chance of being
successful. In this scenario, a single spike is an assertion that some state of the world
has become critical, and therefore some decision needs to be made right now.
The first neurones would have provided utility if they spiked when the conditional
probability of some world state, conditional on the presence of a spike, exceeded a
critical value. For example, imagine a pre-Cambrian predator hunting a prey. When
the predator gets within some distance D of a prey, it captures the prey if it strikes at
it. The predator pays a cost c for striking, but if its strike is successful (i.e. if the prey
is closer than D when the strike occurs), it gains an energetic benefit b for consuming
the prey. When the predator strikes, its expected return is:
E[ return | strike ] = b Pr(prey < D|strike) − c.
As soon as the predator expects to receive a net energetic benefit for striking, it should
do so immediately; if the predator waits to strike, the prey could flee and the opportunity would be lost.
This scenario illustrates a potential utility for the first neurones. Say the predator
has a device that signals conditional on the distance to the prey. Assume that when
the device signals, the conditional probability that the prey is within distance D is
greater than c/b; i.e. Pr(prey < D|signal) > c/b. In English, a signal of such a device
says, “On average, you will receive a net benefit for striking, so you should strike right
now!” If a predator strikes only when it receives such signals, then it can expect to
receive a net gain for every strike that it makes. Such a predator would have a large
selective advantage over its competitors (see Chapter 3).
The above example is simple and illustrative, but its key point holds in more general
models of utility. In predator-prey interactions, animals must perform precisely-timed
actions in accordance with world states. If an ancient animal had a device that spiked
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when the conditional probability of some relevant world state exceeded some critical
value, then that animal would expect to receive a net benefit for performing some
action at that moment in time.
It is highly unlikely that the very first sensory neurones were capable of coding messages in their spikes or performing complex computations. They were merely mechanical devices that somehow provided utility. Presumably, this utility was to facilitate
timely decision-making in predator-prey interactions by producing spikes conditional
on critical states of the world. However, as soon as animals had devices that spiked conditional on world states, it became possible, in principle, for them to perform inference
about the world, given the spikes.
In this chapter, we will introduce idealised models of predator-prey interactions
from the late pre-Cambrian. These models will explicitly show that it is possible to
infer relevant states of the world at all times from the individual spikes of sensory
neurones. In this framework, spikes have a natural interpretation as assertions, or
measurements, about a state of the world, and there is no need to suppose the existence
of a ‘neural code.’ In fact, we will show that if sensory neurones encode messages in
their spikes, we cannot infer more about the world from the messages than we could
from the spikes themselves. In situations requiring fast decision-making and action
about whether a particular critical state exists in the world, direct inference from
sensory spikes outperforms all other sensory processing strategies.

4.2
4.2.1

Bayesian Inference from Single Spikes:
The Basics
The General Idea

Consider a sensory neurone (a “sensor”) that spikes probabilistically given some static
state of the world D. Let time be discretised into windows of duration ∆t that are
sufficiently small such that the sensor can spike once at most in ∆t; we consider ∆t to
be the refractory period of the sensor. Given D, the sensor spikes in a time window
with probability Pr(S = 1|D), or remains silent with probability Pr(S = 0|D) =
1 − Pr(S = 1|D).
Let the prior distribution of D be Pr(D). If we know the spiking and non-spiking
probabilities Pr(S|D), then we can use Bayes’ rule to infer about D every time we
observe an individual measurement:
Pr(D|S) = Pr(S|D) Pr(D)/ Pr(S),
R
where Pr(S) = Pr(S|D) Pr(D)dD. This inferential process is illustrated in Figure
4.1.
We can apply Bayes’ rule in this manner on every time step by letting the posterior
distribution Pr(D|S) become the prior Pr(D) on the next time step and repeating the
process. Let Si represent the output of the sensor on the ith time step, and let Si
represent all outputs of the sensor, up to and including the ith time step. If the output
of the sensor is dependent on the sensor’s spiking history (Koyama et al., 2010), then
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Figure 4.1: How to perform Bayesian inference from single spikes.
The left graph contains an example of the sensor’s probabilities of
spiking and remaining silent on a time step, given D. The right graph
shows how the posterior Pr(D|S) is modified according to Bayes’ rule,
depending on whether the sensor spiked or not. We can perform
Bayesian inference recursively by allowing the posterior to become
the prior on the next time step and repeating the process.

the posterior distribution after receiving t measurements from the sensor is:
Pr(D|St ) = Pr(St |D, St−1 ) Pr(St−1 |D, St−2 ) · · · Pr(S1 |D) Pr(D)/ Pr(St )
Pr(St |D, St−1 )
Pr(D|St−1 ).
=
Pr(St |St−1 )

(4.1)

We call Equation 4.1 ‘sequential Bayesian inference’ because we sequentially update
the posterior from the previous time step every time we observe a new measurement.
If the sensor’s output on a time step is independent of spiking history, then Equation
4.1 simplifies to:
t
Y
Pr(D|St ) ∝ Pr(D)
Pr(Si |D).
(4.2)
i=1

To calculate this posterior on a given time step, we do not need to know the entire
spiking history of the sensor; we only need the sensor’s output on that time step and
the posterior distribution from the previous time step.

4.2.2

A Specific Model

We now use a simple model to explicitly show that the posterior distribution of some
state of the world can be inferred at all times from sensory spikes. Figure 4.2 is a
schematic of this simple model. Readers may run Netlogo implementations of the following model in most standard web browsers by visiting http://ccl.northwestern.
edu/netlogo/models/community/Bayes1D. More detailed information about the model
is also available at this website.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of our first model. A predator (large circle) and
prey (small circle) occupy stationary positions on a line, separated
by distance D. The predator has a sensor that makes rapid, noisy,
binary measurements of D, spiking with probability Pr(S = 1|D) on
a time step, as outlined in the text. Given the output of the sensor
on every time step, we update the posterior distribution Pr(D|S) via
Bayes’ rule. The posterior thus evolves in real-time. Five example
snapshots of the posterior Pr(D|St , . . . , S1 ) are shown for five values
of t. The prior Pr(D) is the lowest trace (t = 0), here assumed to be
a normal distribution. Animations of this model can be viewed online
by visiting the website cited in the text.

Consider a predator and a prey that occupy stationary positions on a line, and
let the relevant state of the world be the fixed distance D between them. The predator has a sensor that makes noisy binary measurements of D by spiking (S = 1)
or not (S = 0) on a time step of duration ∆t with probabilities Pr(S = 1|D) and
Pr(S = 0|D) = 1 − Pr(S = 1|D).
Let the sensor’s spiking be modelled as a homogenous Poisson process, where the
sensor spikes with intensity I. Let the prey produce a signal σ that falls with distance
squared, and let I be a linear function of σ:
I(D) = gσ(D) + n = gD−2 + n,
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where g is a proportionality constant (the gain), and n is the spontaneous firing intensity.
The expected number of spikes that occur on a time step of duration ∆t is I∆t.
The probability of observing a spike on a time step is:
Pr(S = 1|D) = 1 − e−I(D)∆t ;

Pr(S = 0|D) = e−I(D)∆t .

A sensor that spikes according to this model is a prey proximity detector; such a sensor
is more likely to spike on a time step when D is small. These spiking probabilities are
plotted in Figure 4.1.
Since we have modelled the sensor’s spiking as a Poisson process, the output of
the sensor on a time step is independent of the sensor’s previous spiking history, and
the posterior distribution is given by Equation 4.2. Figure 4.2 shows snapshots of this
posterior at various points in time. Figure 4.1 shows one iteration of this inferential
process.
Figure 4.3 shows how the mean and spread of the posterior distribution change
given the individual outputs of the sensor. Every time the sensor spikes, the mean of
the posterior decreases. Every time the sensor does not spike, the mean increases. The
spread of the posterior also diminishes as we observe more measurements.
Mutual information is a quantitative measure of the uncertainty we lose in one
random variable given the value of another random variable. The mutual information
between S and D is defined as:
Z
Z
X
I(S; D) = − Pr(D) log2 Pr(D)dD +
Pr(S) Pr(D|S) log2 Pr(D|S)dD.
S=0,1

Figure 4.4 shows that I(S; D) increases as g/n increases and as D decreases. Thus,
when prey is close and when the sensor noise is low, each individual observation of S
eliminates more uncertainty about D on average.
The choice of prior Pr(D) affects the evolution of the posterior, but this effect
diminishes as we observe more measurements. Figure 4.5 displays the evolution of
posteriors from normal and uniform priors. If D is near the centre of mass of the
normal prior, then the posterior that evolves from that normal prior converges on
D faster than the posterior that evolves from a uniform distribution, all else being
equal. If D is not near the centre of mass of the normal prior, then the converse is
true. However, as we observe more measurements, the posteriors become qualitatively
similar, regardless of whether the prior was normal or uniform. Figure 4.5 summarises
these observations.
Extreme choices of prior can have a large affect on the posterior. For example, if
we define Pr(D) to be a Dirac-delta function δ(D − a) and D 6= a, then Pr(D|S) = 0
for all D 6= a, regardless of our observations of S, so the posterior cannot shift given
observations of S.
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D

0.6

0.1

t

Figure 4.3: Evolution of the mean and standard deviation of the posterior, given the spiking model outlined in the text and the output of
the sensor shown below. When the sensor spikes, the mean decreases,
and when the sensor does not spike, the mean increases, as shown by
the thick black trace. The two thin black traces represent the spread
of the posterior, ±3 standard deviations away from the mean. The
spread of the posterior diminishes with more observations of S. The
horizontal dashed line represents the observed value of D. The vertical dashed lines correspond to the posterior traces at t = 0, t = 5,
t = 10, t = 15, and t = 20 that are displayed in Figure 4.2. For this
plot, g = 5, n = 1, and ∆t = 0.001. The simulation was run for 20
time steps.

4.3
4.3.1

Spatial Distributions of Bayesian Spiking Sensors
Multivariate Sequential Bayesian Inference

The theory outlined in the previous section is easily extended to consider more than
one sensor measuring higher-dimensional states of the world.
Consider N sensors that spike probabilistically given a fixed, multidimensional state
of the world (r, θ), and let i be an index for those sensors. Again let time be discretised
into windows of duration ∆t that are sufficiently small such that each sensor can spike
once at most in ∆t; we consider ∆t to be the refractory period of each sensor. Given
(r, θ), the ith sensor spikes in a time window with probability Pr(Si = 1|r, θ).
Let the prior distribution of (r, θ) be Pr(r, θ). If we know the spiking and nonspiking probabilities of the sensors, Pr(Si = 1|r, θ) and Pr(Si = 0|r, θ), then we can
use Bayes’ rule to infer about (r, θ) every time we observe a set of measurements from
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Figure 4.4: Mutual information between S and D as a function of
g/n (left plot) and as the posterior distribution Pr(D|S) shifts (right
plot). S provides more information about D on average when g/n is
high and when D is small. Left plot: Numerical evaluations of I(D; S)
where Pr(D) is a normal distribution with mean µ = 10 and standard
deviation σ = 2, and Pr(S|D) is defined as outlined in the text, with
g = 1 and n allowed to vary. Right plot: Numerical evaluations of
I(D; S) where g = n = 1, Pr(S|D) is defined as outlined in the text,
and Pr(D) is a normal distribution with standard deviation σ = 2
and mean µ that is allowed to vary.

the sensors:
Pr(r, θ|S1 , . . . , SN ) ∝ Pr(SN , . . . , S1 |r, θ) Pr(r, θ).
We can perform Bayes’ rule in this manner on every time step by letting the posterior distribution become the prior on the next time step and repeating the process. Let
Si,j represent the output of the ith sensor on the j th time step, and let Si,j represent all
outputs of the ith sensor, up to and including the j th time step. The posterior at any
time t is:
Pr(r, θ|all Si,j ) ∝ Pr(S1,t , . . . , SN,t |S1,t−1 , . . . , SN,t−1 , r, θ)·
Pr(S1,t−1 , . . . , SN,t−1 |S1,t−2 , . . . , SN,t−2 , r, θ) · · ·
Pr(S1,1 , . . . , SN,1 |r, θ) Pr(r, θ).

(4.3)

We have access to the posterior distribution at all times, and it is updated as soon as
new individual measurements (the Si ) become available.
If we assume that a sensor’s spiking is conditionally independent of its spiking
history, and the current and past activity of the other sensors, then Equation 4.3
simplifies to:
Pr(r, θ|all Si,j ) ∝ Pr(r, θ) Pr(all Si,j |r, θ) = Pr(r, θ)

N Y
t
Y

Pr(Si,j |r, θ).

(4.4)

i=1 j=1

To calculate this posterior on a given time step, we do not need to access the entire
spiking histories of all the sensors; we only need the sensors’ outputs on that time step
and the posterior distribution from the previous time step.
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Figure 4.5: The evolution of posteriors from normal (left plots) and
uniform (right plots) priors for D = 0.1 (top plots) and D = 0.3 (bottom plots). D is marked by the vertical dashed lines in all plots, and
the priors are the dashed traces. Top plots: D is far from the centre of
mass of the normal prior, so the posterior that evolves from the uniform prior can shift faster to the observed value of D. Bottom plots:
D is near the centre of mass of the normal prior, so the posterior that
evolves from the normal prior does not need to shift to centre on the
observed value of D. However, after observing more measurements,
the posteriors that evolve from the priors become qualitatively similar
(thick traces). In the top plots, g = 2, n = 1, and the posteriors after
observing 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 measurements are shown. In the
bottom plots, g = 50, n = 1, and the posteriors after observing 0, 20,
40, 60, 80, and 100 measurements are shown. ∆t = 0.001 for all plots.
The spike trains that generated these posteriors are also displayed.
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4.3.2

A Specific Model

Figure 4.6 is a schematic of a model that performs sequential Bayesian inference on
a static, two dimensional state of the world with N sensors. Readers may run Netlogo implementations of the following model in most standard web browsers by visiting http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/models/community/Spatial. More
detailed information about the model is also available at this website.

Figure 4.6: Schematic of our second model. A predator (large circle)
and prey (small circle) occupy stationary positions on a plane. The
prey maintains a location (r, θ) with respect to the predator. The
predator has an array of N sensors (the circles distributed on its skin)
that each make rapid, noisy, binary measurements of (r, θ), spiking
with some known probability Pr(Si = 1|r, θ) on a time step. Given
the outputs of the sensors on every time step, we update the posterior
distribution Pr(r, θ|S1 , . . . , SN ) via Bayes’ rule. The posterior thus
evolves in real-time.

As shown in Figure 4.6, we consider a predator (large circle) and a prey (small
circle) that occupy stationary positions on a plane. The prey occupies a fixed, random
location (r, θ) on a finite disc centred on the predator.
The predator has N identical sensors, and let i represent an index for those sensors.
The sensors make noisy binary measurements of (r, θ) by spiking (Si = 1) or not
(Si = 0) on a time step of duration ∆t. We assume that the sensors’ probabilities of
spiking and not spiking on a time step are independent of the outputs of the other
sensors so that Pr(Si |r, θ, Sj6=i ) = Pr(Si |r, θ).
Let each sensor’s spiking be modelled as a homogenous Poisson process, with the
th
i sensor spiking with intensity Ii . Consider a prey that produces a signal σ that falls
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with distance squared, and let Ii be a linear function of σ:
Ii (ri ) = gσ(ri ) + n = gri−2 + n,
where ri is the distance from the prey to the ith sensor (see Figure 4.6), g is a proportionality constant (the gain), and n is the spontaneous firing intensity. To reduce
the number of parameters in the model, we assume that g and n are identical for all
sensors, though the model can be generalised to allow sensors to have unique values of
g and n.
The expected number of spikes that the ith sensor produces on a time step of
duration ∆t is Ii ∆t. The probability that the ith sensor produces a spike on a time
step is:
Pr(Si = 0|r, θ) = e−Ii ∆t ;
Pr(Si = 1|r, θ) = 1 − e−Ii ∆t .
Sensors that spike according to this model are prey proximity detectors, as sensors are
more likely to spike on a time step when prey is close to them.
Since sensors are assumed to be conditionally independent of other sensors and
spiking history, the posterior distribution is given by Equation 4.4. Figure 4.6 shows
snapshots of this posterior as it evolves in time.
As we showed in Section 4.2, the output of any sensor will provide more mutual
information about the prey location as g/n increases, and as ri decreases. Thus, when
r is small, each observation of every Si eliminates more uncertainty about (r, θ) on
average, as shown in Figure 4.7.
The benefit of having many sensors is that we can observe more measurements of
(r, θ) on a time step, thus eliminating more uncertainty about (r, θ) per unit time. This
is particularly true when we have little or no information about (r, θ). For example,
assume that Pr(r, θ) is uniform, so that our uncertainty about (r, θ) is maximised. The
mutual information between sensor outputs and prey location is:
I(S1 , . . . , SN ; r, θ) = H(S1 , . . . , SN ) − H(S1 , . . . , SN |r, θ).
Since the sensors are conditionally independent:
I(S1 , . . . , SN ; r, θ) =

N
X

(H(Si ) − H(Si |r, θ)) .

i=1

Since Pr(r, θ) is uniform, the entropies and conditional entropies of each sensor are
identical to those of the other sensors:
I(S1 , . . . , SN ; r, θ) = N (H(Si ) − H(Si |r, θ)).
When our uncertainty about (r, θ) is maximised, the mutual information between sensor
outputs and (r, θ) increases linearly with N .
Figure 4.8 shows snapshots of the posterior evolving in time if we observe the
outputs of 10, 25, or 50 sensors on each time step. Observing the outputs of more
sensors allows us to accurately infer (r, θ) more quickly on average.
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Figure 4.7: Snapshots of the posterior evolving in time for high r
and low g/n (top row), low r and high g/n (second row), high r
and low g/n (third row), and high r and high g/n (bottom row).
Snapshots of the posterior occur after 25 (left column), 50 (second
column), 75 (third column), and 100 (right column) time steps. The
large white circle and the small black circle represent the predator
and prey, respectively. To help read the contours, crosses mark where
the prey is unlikely to be located, and exclamation marks represent
where the prey is likely to be located. The number of crosses and
exclamation marks signify the strength of the belief. As g/n increases
and r decreases, sensors provide more mutual information about (r, θ),
and the posterior quickly converges to (r, θ) (see the second row). In
all plots, N = 25, θ = 0, n = 100, ∆t = 0.001, and the prior was
uniform. The reader may run their own simulations by visiting the
website cited in the text.
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Figure 4.8: Snapshots of the posterior evolving in time for a predator
with a varying number of sensors N . Snapshots of the posterior occur
after 25 (left column), 50 (second column), 75 (middle column), 100
(fourth column), and 200 (right column) time steps. The large white
circle and the small black circle represent the predator and prey, respectively. As we increase the number of sensors, we can obtain more
information about (r, θ) per time step, so we expect the posterior to
converge to (r, θ) more quickly. In all plots, g = 5, n = 100, r = 0.37,
θ = 321, ∆t = 0.001, and the prior was uniform.

4.4

Sequential Bayesian Inference for Dynamic States

To this point, we have assumed that sensors measure static states of the world. Now
we will outline how we can perform sequential Bayesian inference on dynamic states of
the world.
We return to the model introduced in Section 4.2, which considers a single sensor
that measures a one-dimensional and static state of the world D, but now we allow
that state to change.
Let Dt represent the state of the world at time t, and let the prior distribution of
D0 be Pr(D0 ). Dt is static during a time step, but after every time step, it can change.
Assume that the change in Dt after a time step is a Markov process with transition
probabilities Pr(Dt |Dt−1 ).
Following Doucet et al. (2001), the posterior distribution Pr(Dt |St , St−1 , . . . , S1 )
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obeys a two-step recursion:
Z
Pr(Dt |St−1 , . . . , S1 ) =

Pr(Dt−1 |St−1 , . . . , S1 ) Pr(Dt |Dt−1 )dDt−1

, Pr(Dt |St , . . . , S1 ) ∝ Pr(St |Dt ) Pr(Dt |St−1 , . . . , S1 ).

(4.5)
(4.6)

Equation 4.5 is called the ‘prediction’ step, and Equation 4.6 is the ‘updating’ step.
To illustrate what these two steps mean, let us assume that the state changes deterministically after time steps by some constant amount ∆d:
Pr(Dt |Dt−1 ) = δ(Dt − (Dt−1 − ∆d)),
where δ represents the Dirac-delta function, so that the ‘prediction’ step reduces to:
Pr(Dt |St−1 , . . . , S1 ) = Pr(Dt−1 − ∆d|St−1 , . . . , S1 ).
This equation says that the prediction of the posterior distribution on time step t is
simply the posterior distribution after time step t − 1 shifted by ∆d. Then, on the ‘update’ step, this shifted posterior distribution is modified depending on the observation
of St . The process then repeats.
Figure 4.9 is a schematic of a model that performs this two-step recursion to perform
inference on a dynamic state of the world. Readers may run simulations of this model
in most standard web browsers by visiting http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/
models/community/Drift. More detailed information about the model is also available
at this website.
Analogously to Section 4.2, we consider a predator (large circle) and a prey (small
circle) that occupy positions on a line, but now we allow the prey to move after every
time step. Specifically, the prey begins far away from the predator and drifts toward
it. For computational and conceptual simplicity, we assume that the prey drifts deterministically after every time step, but the two-step recursion above is still applicable
for the more general case where prey drifts probabilistically.
The predator has a single sensor that makes one noisy binary measurement of Dt
by spiking (S = 1) or not (S = 0) with probabilities Pr(S = 1|Dt ) and Pr(S = 0|Dt )
that are independent of the sensor’s spiking history. The prey then moves a bit closer
to the predator and the next time step begins.
Similarly to Sections 4.2 and 4.3, we assume that the sensor spikes with an intensity
I that depends on Dt , but since Dt changes with time, I changes with time as well.
However, throughout a single time step, Dt does not change, so I does not change,
and the expected number of spikes in that single time step is I(Dt )∆t. If we let ∆t
be small enough such that the probability of observing more than one spike in ∆t is
negligible, then the sensor’s probability of spiking in that time step is:
Pr(St = 0|Dt ) = e−I(Dt )∆t ;

Pr(St = 1|Dt ) = 1 − e−I(Dt )∆t .

Similarly to Sections 4.2 and 4.3, we define I as:
I(Dt ) = gDt−2 + n,
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Dt−1

Dt

Pr(Dt−1|St−1,...,S1)
Pr(Dt|St−1,...,S1)
Pr(Dt|St=1,St−1,...,S1)
Pr(Dt|St=0,St−1,...,S1)

2?

1

0
D

Figure 4.9: Schematic of a model that illustrates the two-step recursion that performs sequential Bayesian inference for dynamic states
of the world Dt . This model considers Dt to be the distance between
a predator (large circle) and prey (small circle) that drifts deterministically toward the predator after every time step. 1 marks the ‘prediction’ step, where the posterior from some time step is shifted to
predict Dt for the next time step. Since prey drifts deterministically,
the traces Pr(Dt−1 |St−1 , . . . , S1 ) and Pr(Dt |St−1 , . . . , S1 ) are shifted,
but are otherwise identical. If prey were to drift probabilistically,
then the predicted posterior Pr(Dt |St−1 , . . . , S1 ) would be shifted and
“blurred” with respect to Pr(Dt−1 |St−1 , . . . , S1 ). 2 marks the ‘update’
step, where the predicted posterior is modified according to the output of the sensor. This recursion repeats on subsequent time steps.

where g is the gain of the sensor, and n is the spontaneous firing intensity.
In Sections 4.2 and 4.3, we showed that a sensor’s measurements provide more
mutual information about prey location as D decreases. Therefore we expect that, as
prey drifts closer to the predator, the sensor’s measurements will reduce increasingly
more entropy of the posterior.
Figure 4.10 verifies this prediction. When the prey is far from the predator, the
posterior has high entropy. In fact, when prey is far, all that can be inferred about
its location is that it is not close. As prey drifts closer to the predator, the entropy of
the posterior gradually decreases. By the time the prey is close to the predator, the
posterior has little entropy (i.e. the posterior is narrow and tall, and peaks near the
actual prey location), and the posterior follows the prey as it drifts closer.
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Figure 4.10: Snapshots of the posterior at different times of one model
simulation. The prey (circles) drifts toward the predator (not pictured, but located at D = 0) and the posterior is calculated using the
two-step recursion outlined in the text and illustrated in Figure 4.9.
The lower plot is a magnification of the region of small D, as indicated by the dashed box in the upper plot. Top plot: when D is large,
the posterior has high entropy, and all we can infer from the sensor’s
measurements is that D is not small. As the prey drifts closer, the
posterior gradually loses entropy. Bottom plot: By the time the prey
has drifted close to the predator, the posterior has little entropy and
accurately estimates D. The curves look broad, but if we were to plot
them using the same distance scale used in the top plot, the curves
would be sharp peaks. When D is very small, the posterior follows
the prey during its final approach. In these plots, g = 20, n = 100, ∆t
= 0.001, the prior was uniform, and the prey was moved a distance
∆D = 1/400 after every time step.

4.5

The Data Processing Theorem: Neural Codes
Lose Information

If sensory neurones produce spikes conditional on world states, then there is at least
as much information about the world states in the spikes than there is in any message
encoded in the spikes.
Consider a sensor that spikes, conditional on some state of the world D. Let
us discretise time into windows of duration ∆t that are sufficiently small such that
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the probability that the sensor spikes more than once in a window is negligible. Let
Sn = [S1 , S2 , . . . , Sn ] represent a sequence of observations of the sensor’s spiking output.
Si = 1 and Si = 0 if the sensor did or did not spike on the ith time step, respectively.
Suppose we apply a mapping
P M to Sn . For example M(Sn ) could represent the
firing rate of Sn (M(Sn ) =
Sn /n), the inter-spike intervals of Sn (M(Sn ) = [t2 −
t1 , t3 − t2 , . . . ] where ti is the time of the ith spike), or any other ‘neural code.’
The data processing theorem (p. 144 in MacKay (2004)) says that M(Sn ) cannot
contain more information about D than Sn does. Applying the chain rule of mutual
information twice:
I(D; S, M ) = I(D; S) + I(D; M |S) = I(D; M ) + I(D; S|M ).
Given the spike train S, D and M are independent, so I(D; M |S) = 0:
I(D; S) = I(D; M ) + I(D; S|M ).
Since mutual information cannot be negative:
I(D; S) ≥ I(D; M ).
If we perform Bayesian inference about D given the mapping of the measurements,
we cannot extract more information about D than if we had performed Bayesian inference given the measurements themselves.

4.6

Discussion

The earliest sensory neurones produced spikes conditional on world states. If we know
the conditional probability that a sensory neurone will produce a spike, given some
state of the world, then it is possible to use Bayes’ rule to infer that state, given
the presence or absence of a single spike. Bayesian inference optimally extracts all
information in a data set to make inferences about the world. Bayesian inference
can be performed as soon as individual measurements (i.e. spikes) are available. If a
nervous system could represent probability distributions and use those representations
to perform Bayesian inference as fast as spikes are streamed, then that nervous system
would have the most possible information about states of the world from sensory spikes
at any instant in time. Such a nervous system would provide utility for animals that
must make quick decisions in accordance with dynamic states of the world. We showed
that this computation is possible, in principle, using idealised models of predator-prey
interactions.
We considered the presence or absence of sensory spikes as measurements of a state
of the world. In this framework, times, rates, and intervals between spikes are not
“codes” for anything (Rolls and Treves, 2011). The time of a spike is simply the time
at which a particular measurement occurs, and the rate of spikes is simply the rate at
which a particular measurement occurs. There is implicit information about the world
in these quantities; for example, if a spike occurs at a certain time, then that spike is
an assertion that some state of the world occupied the receptive field of the neurone
that created the spike at that particular time (Paulin and Hoffman, 2001; Paulin et al.,
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2004). However, we showed that there cannot be more information about the world in
these quantities than there is in the spikes themselves. Thus, if nervous systems used
firing rate codes, inter-spike interval codes, or any other code to make inferences about
the world, such nervous systems could not outperform one that implements sequential
Bayesian inference as outlined in this chapter, in bits-per-second.
We discretised time in our models for illustrative simplicity, and to make clear
that not observing a spike provides information about the world. We can drop the
assumption of discretised time if nervous systems can continuously adjust the posterior
distribution as no spikes are observed.
Psychophysical studies suggest that subjects perceive and act as if they are performing Bayesian inference (Kording and Wolpert, 2006; Knill and Pouget, 2004). Such
studies have been successful in explaining aspects of perception (Weiss et al., 2002;
Langer and Bulthoff, 2001; Adams et al., 2004; Geisler and Kersten, 2002; Kersten
et al., 2004; Stocker and Simoncelli, 2006), sensorimotor performance (Kording and
Wolpert, 2004; Kording et al., 2004; Miyazaki et al., 2004), and cue combination (Ernst
and Banks, 2002; Jacobs, 1999; Alais and Burr, 2004; Knill and Saunders, 2003). This
evidence suggests that nervous systems are capable of representing probability distributions (Bach and Dolan, 2012; Pouget et al., 2013) and modifying those distributions
according to Bayes’ rule.
Animals can make decisions within milliseconds. Animals must process sensory
information on a time scale that is consistent with the latency of first spikes. This
decision-making speed has been shown over a range of sensory modalities in a variety of species, including olfaction (Peterson et al., 2001; Uchida and Mainen, 2003),
mechanoreception (Johansson and Birznieks, 2004), and vision (Olberg et al., 2007;
Stanford et al., 2010; Bodelon et al., 2007). This evidence strongly suggests that
individual spikes, and not trains of spikes, are the fundamental operand of sensory
information processing (Thorpe et al., 2001; Paulin, 2004; Deneve, 2008). In sequential Bayesian inference, computations are performed using the presence or absence of
individual spikes, and is thus consistent with this evidence.
We have not proposed how networks of spiking neurones represent probability distributions or perform Bayesian inference. However, many such proposals exist. Generally
speaking, there are two schools of thought on how neurones and their spikes can represent probability distributions: ‘probabilistic population codes,’ where neural activity
represents parameters of probability distributions, and ‘sampling,’ where noisy neural
responses represent samples from probability distributions (Ma et al., 2006, 2008; Deneve, 2008; Rao, 2004; Lochmann and Deneve, 2011; Pouget et al., 2013; Fiser et al.,
2010; Huys et al., 2007; Natarajan et al., 2008; Gerwinn et al., 2009; Koyama et al.,
2010; Bobrowski et al., 2009). Our interpretation of spikes as measurements is more
consistent with the ‘sampling’ school of thought.
Particle filters specify how to approximate Bayesian inference with samples from
probability distributions (Doucet et al., 2001; Laurens and Droulez, 2007; MacNeilage
et al., 2008). They approximate, predict, and update arbitrary probability distributions that evolve according to arbitrary (non-linear) rules. Particle filters are a viable,
neurone-like candidate for implementing the types of abstract tasks that one might
expect nervous systems to solve (Paulin, 2005).
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
Whatever it is that nervous systems do, they must be very good at it. The widespread
conservation of nervous systems at the genetic and cellular levels indicates that their
core design and function features have not changed over the last half billion years. This
conservation also indicates that, in a sufficiently abstract sense, all nervous systems
solve the same task in the same basic way, and have been doing so since their early
evolutionary history.
Fossil, molecular, and ecological evidence strongly suggest that animals evolved
nervous systems soon after they started eating each other. In modern predator-prey
interactions, the survival of animals depends on their ability to detect and react to
threats and opportunities with millisecond precision. This thesis has argued that this
precise decision-making ability is the original task that nervous systems evolved to
fulfil, and ancient animals apparently discovered that networks of rapidly-spiking cells
are an excellent way to do so.
The vast majority of extant neurones produce an all-or-nothing action potential,
depending on whether their membrane potential exceeds some threshold voltage. Ancient animals could have utilised similar devices to alert them when another approaching animal came within some critical distance of them. When that critical distance
was reached, animals needed to respond accordingly, e.g. by striking or fleeing, at that
moment in time. Acting a few milliseconds too early or too late could cost the animal
a meal, or perhaps even its life. Threshold detectors that produced a spike when that
critical distance was reached would have provided animals utility.
From their inception, sensory neurones have produced spikes conditional on some
state of the world. Thus every spike (and the absence of spikes) contains information
about that state and may be interpreted as a measurement of it. It is possible, in principle, to apply Bayes’ rule to make inferences about the world given the measurements
of sensory neurones. This thesis has shown that if a nervous system could implement
this computation, then that nervous system would extract the most possible information about world states from its afferent sensory inputs. Furthermore, it is possible,
in principle, to perform Bayesian inference as soon as new individual measurements
are available. If a nervous system could apply Bayes’ rule as quickly as new spikes are
streamed, then that nervous system would extract the most possible information about
the world from the sensory spikes at any instant in time. No other sensory processing
strategy, whether employing firing rate codes, inter-spike interval codes, or spike timing
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codes, could possibly extract information faster, in bits-per-second.
It seems plausible that nervous systems actually implement this computation, or
something like it. Psychophysical evidence strongly suggests that animals act as if they
are performing Bayesian inference in many tasks. Animal reaction times indicate that
individual spikes, and not trains or codes of spikes, are the fundamental operands of
neural computation. Animal-on-animal predation should intuitively pressure animals
to develop nervous systems that process sensory information about critical world states
optimally fast, or as close to optimally fast as biophysical constraints allow. If the
nervous systems of ancient animals achieved this theoretical or constrained optimum,
then we could explain why the core features of nervous system design and function
have hardly changed over half a billion years. Of course, sensory neurones cannot
pick up a pencil and paper and work out posterior probabilities based on their spiking
performance. However, networks of spiking downstream neurones might be able to
perform or approximate Bayesian inference in a fraction of a second.
Particle filters provide a natural explanation of how networks of spiking neurones
can perform Bayesian inference. Particle filters are a fast, Bayesian-based algorithm
that approximate, predict, and update arbitrary probability distributions that evolve
according to arbitrary (non-linear) rules. These abstract tasks are precisely what one
might expect nervous systems to solve. How could nervous system design and function
resemble a particle filter? The output from an array of sensory neurones at any given
time collectively represents a sample-based estimate of a probability distribution (pdf)
of some state of the world. The propagation of spikes along axons to neighbouring
neurones represents the propagation of current state pdfs to possible future states.
Nervous systems could then combine that future estimate with new sensory data and
determine which of its propagations, if any, were correct. This task is naturally accomplished by networks of spiking neurones where spikes either converge with other
spikes on one downstream neurone and provoke that neurone to spike, or fail to be
propagated. Synaptic weights between neurones should be strengthened or weakened,
depending on whether a propagation was correct. In this way, nervous systems can
hardwire temporal correlations of the natural world.
If we can explain how networks of spiking neurones can perform or approximate
Bayesian inference within milliseconds, and if we can use this explanation to predict
design features of real nervous systems, then we can construct a quantitative and
comprehensive theory of nervous system computation across the entire animal kingdom.
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